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A Book

Worth

Owning...
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Have you a few well-read and well-heloved books in
your library lhal you wouldn't part wilb at any
price? Wc suggest you add another . . . because once
you've read even a few chapters, you'll agree with
hundreds of radio servicemen, engineers, amalenrs
...the new AlYK TliCI IMCAL MANUAL is a
hook worth owning.
Many hundreds of copies of this hook arc heing distributed to military radio instructors ... in training
centers of the Army, Navy and Marine Corps, inchiding the Air Forces. Once you glance through this
list of chapter headings, you'll understand whv.
1 Loud Speakers am! Their Use;
2 SuperheteroeK ne First Detectors and Oscillators
3 Half-Wave and Voltage Oouhlcr Power Supplies
4 Vibrator and Vibrator Power Supplies
5 Phono-Radio Service Data
€> Automatic I nning—operation and adjustment
7 Frequency Modulation
8 Television—suggestions for the postwar boom
9 Capacitors—how to overcome wartime shortages
10 Practical Radio Noise Suppression
11 Vacuum Tube Voltmeters
12 Useful Servicing Information
13 Receiving Tube Characteristics—of all American
lube types
Just one suggestion. Wc know you'll want a copv of
Ibis manual cvenlualiy. II. eoulaius 392 pages of
in form a lion as down-to-earth as a soldering iron, as
Indispensable as a vollmolcr. It's beautifully bound,

with hard cloth covers. It's worth far more than its
price, 12.00 net to servicemen.
But the supply for civilian use is limited. It will pay
yon, in the time, effort and money this hook can
save yon now, to waste no time in going to \onr
Mallorv Distributor to reserve a copy. Order \our
MYK TFCIIMCAL MANUAL today!
P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
Cable—PELMALLO
P.R. MALLORY & CO..inc.

Approved Precision Products
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Crisp, curt commands of a squadron
commander somewtere over Europe . . .
the rapid-fire report of an advance scout
on Guadalcanal. . . those are the voices
that will be heard over the radio equipment now pouring from the ildrairal assembly lines. Both great Admiral plants,
which once turned out Admiral Radios
and Admiral Radio-Phonograph Combinations with automatic record changers,
are now engaged exclusively in the production of Radio Communication Equipment for our armed forces.
LISTEN TO
RADIO

*

¥*

YOUR
PROGRAM!

TUNE IN . . . 2:30-2:55 p.m. New York
time, Sunday afternoons. Admiral Radio
presents "World News Today" over the
Columbia Network . . . with direct short
wave reports from the leading news centers of the world. Listen! This is your
radio program . . . you'll hear frequent
messages such as "take care of the radio
set you now own. The makers of Admiral
Radios appreciate the tremendous responsibility of radio on the home front.
Your Admiral dealer will gladly service
your radio regardless of make. Call on
him! His skill and courtesy is yours for
the asking."

,.s.CONTINENTAL

RADIO

AND TELEVISION CORPORATION
3800 W. CORTLAND ST.
CHICAGO, U. S. A.
Photographs courtesy Signal Corps, U. S. Army.
RADIO RETAILING TODAY, November, 1942, Vol. 27, No. 11, 2Sc a copy. Published monthly by Caldwell-CIeraenls, Inc., 480 Lexington Ave., New
York, N. Y. M. Clements, President and Publisher; O. H. Caldwell, Treasurer and Editor. Darrell Bartee, Managing Editor; H L. M. Capron, Merchandising Editor; William E. Moulic, Technical Editor. Staff: E. T. Bennett, /. E. Cochran, M. H, Newton, John A. Samborn, B. V. Spinetta. Chicago,
201_ N, Wells St., R. Y. Fitzpatrick, Subscription price United States and Latin American countries, $1.00 for one year, $2.00 for three years. Canada
$1.30 for one year, $3.00 for three years. All other countries $2.00 for one year, $4.00 for three years. Printed in U.S.A. Reentered as second class
matter August 28, 1942, at the post office at New York, N Y,, under the act of March 3, 1879. Member of A.B.C. Copyright by Caldwell-Clements, Inc., 1942.
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Over 70 stations, Columbia's
"Masterworks of Music" programs will help develop the
Christmas theme.

a<

GV^

0\N®

National Magazines;
Double-page, full-color spreads
in THE NEW YORKER, December 5; TIME, December 7; LIFE,
December 14; NEWSWEEK, December 14. More than 30,000,000
Christmas gift buyers will see
these magazines.

e

CO
*0

The Merchandiser
More than 200 items of every
type of music, appealing to every
taste, are represented on Colum*
bia's Christmas Gift List, included
in the special Gift Catalog. These
items will be given peak production for the holidays.

^ote

co>^

\Ve

LINEUP

Newspaper ads of all sizes include listings of best-selling
Christmas merchandise smartly
styled in attractive layouts. Ask
your Columbia Distributor for
details of these cooperative ads.
Christmas Gift Catalog f
Grand new, handsomely designed, and it's freel Includes entire gift list, more than 200 gift
suggestions for Dad, Mother, Sister, Brother, Sweetheart, Serious
Music Lover, Christmas music.
Composer Books
Books on the lives and recorded
music of six of the greatest composers, written by famous critics
with forewords by leading artists. Merchandiser also available
for display of all six books.
"Music, Maestro, Please"
Booklet on Columbia's best-selling illustrated albums, indexed
by type of music with full-color
reproductions of album covers.
Display Materia
This year's display material encompasses every type of merchandising and advertising. Colorful posters; a banner two feet
by six feet; a six-color mounted
Christmas display; five beautiful
counter cards, and two hangers
are among the pieces available.
Album Merchandiser:
Here's a beautiful merchandiser
with space for two ten-inch and
two twelve-inch sets. Illustrated
albums are perfectly displayed
with Christmas gift theme tie-in.

jjiK '■ 'llOiilj;

Kcn-Rad Radio Tubes follow the flag in fighting equipment—
from the palm-tipped atolls of the Pacific to the Quonset huts
of Iceland to barracks in the land of the kangaroo.
We are making more tubes than ever before in our history, but
the armed forces are using almost our entire output. However,
there arc some tubes available for civilian use, and there may
be more. If you can't find Ken-Uad Tubes remember that
most of our production is at the front fighting for you in
planes, tanks and naval craft.
KEN-RAD TUBE & LAMP CORPORATION
Owensboro, Kentucky

KEn-RRD
RADIO
4

TUBES
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During November, this announcement was published in the nation's
newspapers. It is a report to your customers of what the men and women
who produced over 17 million Phiico
products are doing for the duration.

RADIO netatUnff TODAY, November. 1942
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This is ^o/*r advertising as well as
Phiico advertising. For in its
achievements for war, Phiico sees
promise of thrilling* new products
for peace . . . and new opportunities for Phiico dealers everywhere.

5

iv

• Some day American voices will rock fhe
Imperial Palace In Tokyo and cause fhe defenses
of Berlin to tremble. They will be fhe voices
of U. 5. Army radio men, relaying commands
for fhe final attack. Will yours be one of fhem?
Mn this fast-moving war, words are weapons.
Split-second communications are vital to the
timing and teamwork that win battles. As
one of Uncle Sam's radio soldiers, you not
only see action — you help to guide and
direct it!
In Army communications, your opportunities for heroic service are limitless. At
the same time, you receive training and experience that will be invaluable for a successful after-the-war career. You learn how
to assemble, install arid operate the most
modern radio transmitters, receivers,
"Walkie-Talkies," "Electronic Sentries" and
scores of other closely guarded secret devices—pioneers of future industries—which
combine today to knit the whole Army into
one hard-fighting unit.

AWARD

FOR

EXCELLENCE

Here you see Sylvania Tubes stepping

This is why we expect our testing staff

up to receive their final credential

to be cranks — why we make it their

for excellence — the Sylvania trade-mark.

responsibility to maintain a standard

Only tubes that pass test after test and

of quality that is the highest anywhere

come out on top receive it.

known.

We know these tubes are going to get

And as we work to perfect our products

tough, responsible work to do. They might

and our processes for wartime production,

serve the crew of a giant bomber, pitch

we are broadening a background that will

and toss in a tank over desert

u,

_

sands or do any of 1,001

serve us well when again we
7

Bp

can concentrate all our means

military tasks where tubes

on making new products for

must "take it."

the purposes of peace.

SYLVANIA

ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC

Formerly Hygrade Sylvania Corporation
Emporium, Pa.
Incandescent Lamps, Fluorescent Lamps and Fixtures, Radio Tubes and Electronic Devices
8
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The future of the radio business is already deeply
involved in pictures — the magic pictures of the
television .screen.
BIG MONEY IN TELEVISION
Informed people expect television to be the
country's next great industry, duplicating the success of the automobile business after the last war.
As a leading manufacturer, Farnsworth recognizes its responsibility to today's radio dealers, who
will be the television dealers of tomorrow. We can't
make sets today — our whole output is precision
equipment for the armed forces . . . but we can
build a ready and enthusiastic market—^a nationwide demand for television that will carry today's
radio dealers into this great new field.
ADVERTISING BUILDS THE MARKET

FARNSWORTH

TELEVISION

Farnsworth advertising carries the exciting story
of television to all America, arousing interest,
stimulating desire for sets, creating demand that
the trade must fill tomorrow.
As it did for the automobile, the radio, the
electric refrigerator and other outstanding successes, advertising is opening the market for television, laying the foundation for business and for
new jobs for countless thousands.
For tomorrow's dealers, Farnsworth Television
promises a future as bright as television's own!
•
YOU HAVE probably seen Farnsworth Television ads
in the magazines. If not, see October 19 Life and Newsweek, October 10 New Yorker and Business Week,
October Fortune, October 5 Time, October 2 U. S. News.

FARNSWORTH TELEVISION & RADIO CORPORATION. FORT WAYNE, INDIANA. MANUFACTURERS OF
RADIO AND TELEVISION TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS; AIRCRAFT RADIO EOUIPMENT; THE FARNSWORTH
DISSECTOR TUBE; THE CAPEHART, THE CAPEHART-PANAMUSE, AND THE FARNSWORTH PHONOGRAPH-RADIOS.
RADIO Retailing TODAY, November, 1943
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FOR VICTORY TODAY
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Get

This

Flag

This War Savings Hag which flies today
over companies, large and small, all across
the land means business. It means, first,
that 10% o£ the company's gross pay roll is
being invested in War Bonds by the workers
voluatarlly.
It also means that the employees of all these
companies are doing their part for Victory
. ; . by helping to buy the guns, tanks, and
planes that America and her allies must have
to win.
It means that billions of dollars are being
diverted from "bidding" for the constantly
shrinking stock of goods available, thus putting a brake on inflation. And it means that
billions of dollars will be held in readiness
for post-war readjustment.

Flying

Now!

Think what 10% of the national income,
saved in War Bonds now, month after month,
can buy when the war ends!
For Victory today .. . and prosperity tomorrow, keep the War Bond Pay-roll Savings
Plan rolling in your firm. Get that flag flying now! Your State War Savings Staff Administrator will gladly explain how you may
do so.
If your firm has not already installed the Payroll Savings Plan, now is the time to do so.
For full details, plus samples of result-getting
literature and promotional helps, write or
wire: War Savings Staff, Section F, Treasury
Department, 709 Twelfth Street NW.S
Washington, D. C.

Save With
i

ar

Sav

tigs

Bonds

This Spac« Is a Contribution to America's All-Out War Prosram by
RADIO Retailing TODAY
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... B for Bessie coming in ot 1,000 feet.
Can't see a thing through this soup.
What are your orders?"
A bomber pilot, returning through a storm
from a successful mission, phones his field
for help in landing- He is depending upon
his communications to sec him through
. . . safely.
Our armed forces all over the world arc
depending upon Raytheon tubes . « . and
Kaylhcons arc coming through!
Service men and dealers everywhere know
the dependable qualities of Raytheon lubes
RAYTHEON
PRODUCTION CORPOR ATI ON
NEWTON, MASS,
LOS ANOKLKS
CUICAOO
NEW YOUK
ATLANTA

RA
RADIO

TUIliES

DEVOTED TO RESEARCH AND THE MANUFACTURE OF TUBES FOR TNlE NEW ERA OF ELECTRONICS
RADIO Itetailiuff TODAY. Noveinfter. 1042
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JOE KRAUSS, one of Ische Bros/ three
exjpert repairmen, hunts foe a short circuit.
His work is sped by the excellent testing
equipment of 1 sche Bros.' shop. In addition
to the three regular service men, Gordon
Jsche reports that he is also spending an
increasing amount of time at the repair
bench these days.

'Sure, we're working harder—
but we're holding our own..."

Gordon Ische tells how
Ische Bros., Milwaukee, Wis., are using
their heads to stay in business.

"We were as much startled as anybody/' says Gordon
Ische, President of Ische Bros., "when the limitation
order on radio parts went through. But luckily we
weren't caught napping.
"We've always kept accurate sales records and have
replaced stocks before they were depleted. And we had
on hand a good inventory of parts for emergencies.
"To stretch this inventory as far as possible, we are
making repairs whenever we can without new parts.
This means re-using and servicing materials at hand.
I'm spending more time on repairs myself, and my
three service men are always busy.
"Our complete working and testing equipment is a
life-saver, though, and keeps our deliveries reasonably
prompt.
"Today, our operation is concentrated more in the
shop than before. In order to save gas and tires on
delivery trucks, we're encouraging customers to bring
their sets into our shop.
"From our remaining stock of new receivers we are

getting maximum return by selling for full list price,
and limiting allowances (if any at all) to the price
we can get on a quick, clean resale.
"We know that people depend on their radios to
keep them informed — so we're doing our best to 'keep
'em listening!'"
IN RADIOS, TELEPHONES, SOUND SYSTEMS . . . THERE !S NOTHING
FINER THAN A
STROMBtRG-CARlSON
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

;

SL.

missm
BY SEUING AT LIST PRICE and holding down the
tracie-m aJlowance, Ische Bros, are getting maximum
return xtom mcir remaining stock of fine radios.

ISCHE BROS.' repair shop is bandy to work in. The equipment is complete and modem. Their
inventory of parts is good-and they stretch it by re-using and re-servicing old para whenever
possible. Here Joe Krauss Inspects a speaker unit while Orvall Myers checks stock.
RAIHO Retailing TODAY, November, 1942
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Home-Radio Repairs Must
The situation in home radios is getting increasingly
critical. Shortages are beginning to be felt—in tubes,
parts, batteries, and even some sets.
Every individual radio man is going to be called upon
to exercise all his ingenuity and resourcefulness to keep
existing radios in operation. Already the radio executives
of the War Production Board at Washington are indicating that sets may gradually be reduced to one per
home! Last week Frank Mclntosh, in charge of civilian
radio, even suggested that radio listeners may well be
cautioned to begin such self-rationing at once! He pointedly advised that householders with several sets make use
of only one receiver, right now-—so that when that set becomes inoperative, the other sets in the house will be available for listening.
In this crisis before us, radio men must remember that
they are broadcasting's only personal contact with the
public. It becomes their responsibility, therefore, to explain to radio users the vital facts of the present situation,
and to prepare the public for restrictions to come.
The Government at Washington is sympathetic with

Wait on Military Needs
the widest use of radio that is possible under war conditions. President Roosevelt, himself, and Chairman Fly
of the FCC, have both shown that they want everything
to be done to perpetuate radio listening.
Actually the whole problem of radio supplies is in the
hands of the group pictured on this page. They are experienced radio men, led by an indefatigable worker,
Ray Ellis, who labors: early and late with the single purpose of seeing that Uncle Sam gets the radio equipment
vitally needed for the vast war machine.
These radio experts of the War Production Board have
studied our problem exhaustively. They know the true
facts about materials available, critical shortages, and the
gigantic demands of the armed services. They are squarely
facing the issue that confronts radio. And it is the duty of
every radio dealer, every distributor and every serviceman
to back them up. This means that civilian radio men must
conserve materials, use old parts, turn in unusable materials, and buy only as needed—no hoarding. This is the lesson for all of us to heed, until the war is won.
O. H. CALDWELL, Editor

Back Up These Radio Men of the U. S. War Production Board!

Standing;—Marvin Hobbs, electronics; M, E. "Whitney, plant facilities; G. E. Miller; Pranlc II. Mclntosh, civilian radio; Sidney
K. Wolf, components; Prank S. Homing, priorities. Seated—M. J. Lowenstein, critical materials; Capt. William A. Gray, tabes;
John S. TImmons, chief Radio Uranch; Ray C. Ellis, Deputy Director WPB.
RADIO Retailing TODAY, November, 1942
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Ruling Galloway
Clouds of "snow" have proved to be an effective (and inexpensive) <lis|iIny device for ChrJstmns windows.

CHRISTMAS

• Back in 1939, when the flame of
war broke over Europe, the radiodealer and radio serviceman experienced a flood of business which nearly
swamped him,
A year ago, when the Jap swooped
unannounced out of the. skies on Pearl
Harbor, the radio business surgea
ahead again and reached new highs.
But today—the radio industry has
been called "to the colors"—and sales
have "nose-dived."
No longer do the great factories

r*
J- »Tl
Games
and
Toys
s. ■■
Recorded Greetings
Remaining Radios
v
:" 1 /■
Gifts for Fighting Men
Popular and Classical Records

14

SELLING

produce radios for homes. You know
that.
But also, no longer do people even
want to buy radios, as they once did.
That is a fact—whether you realize
it or not—and a mighty imporxam
factor, too.
There are many reasons why this, is
so—which need not be analyzed hero.
It is sufficient to know, and be
guided by, the simple: fact that radio
no longer has the sales appeal it did
only a short year ago.
Obvious Solution
The answer, to radio men, should be
obvious. You must concentrate your
efforts on radio-service. Merchandise
your Service Department.
Use your ingenuity to get more service-work. Replace your servicemen
with more service-women, if neeesary,
and make more service profit.
But you must also look for, and take
on, other lines of merchandise, if you
expect to remain a retailer. That is
no longer, ah opinion—it's a fact.
Now, what can you sell this Christmas—and next year ?
Plenty.

This Christmas you can sell the remaining radios you have, if you really
try.
And records are good, for Christmas
as well as all the year. Many an enterprising dealer is "going to town"
with recordings, too.
Serve the Armed Forces
There, are thousands of messages,
recorded by the trainees in the great
camps scattered all over the country,
to be sent to. the sweethearts, wives,
mothers, brothers, back home.
And recorded messages from the
loved ones and friends at home, to the
soldier far away—it works both ways
and has some interesting possibilities,
for retailers with some imagination.
At least for the duration, the sale
of equipment and gifts to men in the
Armed Forces, holds real merchandising opportunities.
This means articles which are. designed expressly for the hard usage,
and the limited space, of a soldier's
ki t.
Not the crested, colored baubles so
often seen.
The practical, useful articles which

RADIO Retailing TODAY, November, 1942

make the soldier's life a bit more
pleasant are the type for which there
is a ready sale in every village and
city in the country.
Opportmrity in
"Home Recreation9'
And then there is, too, an inviting
opportunity in adult games and hobby
items.
More and more people are going to
spend more and more time in their
homes than for several generations.
They must be amused and entertained.
Games of all kinds, appropriate for
adults, and older children, will be in
greater demand than for many years.
Beside this new demand, the "home
recreation" boom of the "terrible thirties" will pale into insignificance.
Smart dealers know this.
Alert retailers are already beginning
to ride the wave.
Children's toys, too, present year
'round merchandising opportunities of
real importance.
Mothers and fathers, knowing their
youngsters are young but once, will

IN
,

A

never cease buying toys, no matter
what they may do without themselves.
Many a radio dealer will do well to
study the possibility of toys for one
of these days every user of his toys,
and buyer too, will be eager to buy
one of these new, streamlined FMtelevision-world-wide radios, which
will capture the public's buying fancy
after the war.
Kadio men must think of all the
ways of keeping their business going
this Christmas, and next year.
Building Future
Radio Prospects
But the radio business should not
be forgotten. It's not dead.
One day, when this ^ war will have
been won, as it will bo in the not too
distant future, there will be a radio,
an electronic industry, the like of
which we have never seen before
And radio men of today must plan
—and fight—to be in the radio business then.
In the meantime, keep your eyes
open to present day realities. Don't

WAR

m

<>IP

M
-r

hang on to old methods, old merchandise, too long.
Be alert, alive, to the changing
times, and the buying habits of a
people who are changing their living
and playing habits.
There is no set rule you can follow,
no single road that leads but to success.
There are few problems of the radio
dealer which cannot be solved by enterprise, ingenuity and hard work.
Fot by the methods of two, or five,
or ton years ago. But by methods and
practices geared to today's conditions.
Retail sales this Christmas will surpass anything this country has ever
seen before. But this will not be true
of radio sales—or household appliance
sales or automobile sales.
If you want to stay in retailing—
apply the age old retailing maxim—
"Stock what the most people want
to buy—at a price they are willing to
That records rate high with soldiers is
seen in this photo from Camp Roberta,
Calif. The camp won the eomhlnatlon In
Olenn Miller's "Moonlight Serenade"
radio songr contest.
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SILVER

• The radio industry has now
launched a definite, organized, allinclusive effort to keep civilian radio
sets working.
Essentially the job is to help existing servicemen to stay in business,
to train new people where needed, and
to facilitate the flow of necessary replacement parts. The new plan to get
this task done is carefully planned,
industry-wide, and sustained.
A new Service Bureau of the Radio
Manufacturers Association is being
organized for the purpose of developing and conducting this all-industry program to keep civilian sets go16

LINING

ing. The Bureau activity will include work on the supplies of replacement parts, as well as the matter of
servicing personnel. An experienced
manager for the RMA project will be
engaged, and the Bureau will work
with broadcasting and all other interests concerned, to provide both manpower and materials for wartime radio reception.
Real Help
The action was taken at the annual
Fall RMA directors meeting, held in
New York City. Formation of the
Service Bureau was authorized after

lor

a report hy chairman M. J. Sehinke
of the RMA Service Commitee. Programs for training new servicemen
will be considered, and a simple text
book covering radio servicing fundamentals was recommended.
On the Air
The National Association of Broadcasters stepped into the picture immediately and recommended to all
U, S. stations that they cooperate with
the new program. Spot broadcasts
were outlined, suggesting that listeners take their sets to the serviceman,
NAB pointed out that "the manpower

RADIO Retailing TODAY, November, 1942

situation in the servicing field is such
that the first 'must' is to change people's habits . . . from sending for a
serviceman to taking their own sets
to hira."
The vital facts of the radio servicing business today were outlined as
follows:
(1) WPB will arrange for parts
and materials for repair and maintenance of receiving sets. An industry
committee has completed the standardization of component parts and materials. This is on the authority of
Frank Melntosh, Chief, Civilian Radio Section, Radio and Radar Branch,
WPB.
This is important because many
servicemen are quitting because they
believe mistakenly that parts will not
be available. This assurance should
keep men in business.

vieemen's position in the statement of
Elmer Davis, Office of War Information Director, who stated at a Senate
Hearing:
For Emergency Messages
"This office has a direct and vital
concern with the maintenance of the
radio coverage of this country. It is
one of the most important media for
the conveyance of war information in
general to the people, and may become
of still greater importance "when there
is occasion for an emergency message
from the national leadership."
A typical announcement to be. made

by stations, to help the serviceman
immediately is this:
"Your radio set means more to you
than ever before. It's truly the magic
box which entertains, bolsters morale
and brings you the news from the ends
of the world . . . morning, noon and
night. Keep your set in good repair.
Help your serviceman do his job by
bringing your set to bim. Dou't ask
him to call ... he hasn't the time to
come after your set and fix it too.
Thousands of radio servicemen have
joined the colors and the work they
did must done by the men who are
left. When you bring your set to tbe

Stanley Michaels, radio servicing: expert of Irvlngton, jV. J., on the Job beeping;
home sets In repair as ivell a.s iloiiig: special work on equipment for local war plants.

Draft Status
(2) Radio servicemen are eligible
for consideration for occupational deferment because radio repairmen are
included in the list of essential occupations issued by Selective Service in
Occupational Bulletin No. 27.
For local trade groups, it might be
wise to call a meeting on this subject
of deferment because RMA is in no
position to do so yet. Key radio jobbers could do this. It is always necessary to make out a case for the local
draft board and local radio men need
guidance and information.
(3) Servicemen should realize that
they are vitally needed and are per-

Radio

Servicemen

forming an important duty, essential
to the war effort, by maintaining the
nation's home receivers.
For additonal support of radio servicemen in building a case for their
local draft board a quotation by William B. Lewis, Chief, Radio Bureau,
Office of War Xnformaton, who voices
the government viewpoint, should be
helpful. This is it:
"The maintenance of radio as an
essential industry, so classified by the
Manpower Commission, is of utmost
importance'to the prosecution of the
war."
Then there is support for the ser-

Uepairm an 's Duty
Clean up all old replacement parts,
get them in use or in scrap.
Emphasize time-saving methods
and equipment.
Cooperate with local stations to
explain local shortages.
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repairman he has more time to spend
at the bench repairing radio sets.
Bring it in and keep listening."
Other suggested announcements say
that of course the idea of talcing sets
to servicemen is new and different, but
"so is the rationing in tires, oil, sugar
and coffee rationing ... by bringing
the set in for repairs you and your
neighbors will be able to hear the
news, government messages, music and
entertainment without interruption."
Local servicemen can cooperate with
this part of the campaign by publicizing any key people of the community
who hring in their radios for repair.
17

DIATHERMY— Troubles

Short-wave Induction Mleating—Both Therapeutic and Industrial—^ Offers Increasing Challenge to Radio Servicemen

• Heat induced by short-wave radio
is now being used by industry to
harden gears and shells, to cement plywood and veneers, to attach soles and
heels to shoes, to treat silk, and to
dry tobacco and other products.
Heat so generated by short-wave;
and ultra-short-wave induction is thus
applied successfully in many phases
of modem life, but probably one of
the most important of these uses is in
the treatment of the human body's ills.
Shortly after the discovery of the
penetrating forces of electrical waves,
it became evident that, such waves
generate heat as soon as they find conducting paths when penetrating a
given body, or object.
Spark-gup Units
The first machines built for this purpose. of generating electrical waves for
heating, were the so-called "diathermy"
apparatus. The. term meaning to "heat
through" is misleading: these machines produced chiefly surface heat.
But at the time they were given their
name, scientists expected too much of
them.

Servicing' Jobs
t
Replacing Tubes
Filtering NpiSe
Analyzing Interference
General Maintenance

Such diathermy apparatus employs
one or more spark-gaps, depending
upon output and wavelength desired.
The first machines of this type with
one, two or three spark gaps, generated wavelengths of 72, fiO, 36 and
24 meters. When it became apparent
that these rather long wavelengths did
not permit sufficient penetration, engineers developed diathermy apparatus with 12 spark gaps; finally, machines generating 9-meter waves were
built with rows of spark gaps.

But, these machines were not only
of cumbersome size, their output in
watts in the short and ultra-short wave
band was insufficient; the. input, too
high relative to the low output, constituted an enormous waste of eleemcal energy.
Furthermore, and this is of utmost
importance, the waveband generated
by spark gaps fluctuates, is not of a
continuous uniform frequency. Every
time a spark "jumps," the desired
wavelength is generated at the outset,
but as the power of the spark decreases, waves of longer length are
also produced. In addition, the sparkgap-wave-band consists of a multitude
of impulses following each other in
succession. Therefore, wavebands from
spark-gap generators are neither continuous nor pure.
Continuous-wave Machines
These considerations have made the
manufacturers look for something to
"replace the spark gap, and they have
found the solution quite naturally in
electronic, tubes. The even flow of
oscillations from the tube guarantees

I

V

Health Via
High Frequencies
TUerapoutic diatlieiiinj—ex a m pie of modern
eijilipment iisIuk oseillatinK tubes for produel nk << high - fre iiueney field which geucrsifes localiased heat in
bum a it tissues.
4
m
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Opportunities

an even and pure waveband, and the
innate electric economy of the electronic tube — no waste of energy
through heat as in spark gaps—has
resulted in machines generating short
and ultra-short waves with a normal
and adequate ratio of input to output.
Short Waves
for Penetration
\:
The shorter the wavelength, the
better the penetration of a given body,
or object. Having come to this conclusion empirically, and having found
a logical explanation for it, the diathermy industry during the past few
years has built predominantly 6-meter
machines; those generating 12, 14 or
24 meters are used only where deep
penetration is either not needed or
not indicated.
All short and ultra-short wave, diathermy generators are constructed
upon this principle: an electric field
is generated between two electrodes,
the object person or limb to be heated
is placed between them, the machine
is tuned in, i.e., brought into resonance, and heat will be generated within the object, there "where the waves,
passing through it, induce local currents.
Localized Heating
The therapeutic value of short and
ultra-short wave generators in producing localized heat is well known.
The two most important medical applications are: (1) heating certain
parts within the body to aid blood

i«r« « mm
m
Two examples showlnje bow dlatbermy radiations interfere wltb television picture.
circulation, and (2). generating a high
over-all body temperature, the effective fever treatment, for syphilis.
More Applications
on the Way
In industry, the, heating qualities
of short and ultra-short waves have
already found and will find more and
more use-as special generators for special industrial purposes are being developed. Wherever heat is to be produced internally between covers, these
generators will be of immense usefulness:—be it within a cask as in the
drying of tobacco, or to heat and "set"
cement to glue together two or more
sheets of plywood, another already
patented process.
In short, wherever heat is to be applied within, a given object—no matter
for what purpose—but where it is Of
advantage not to heat the surface,
short and ultra-short waves are indicated.
Of course, waves radiated by such
diathermy generators interfere with

10 CYCLES

short-wave radio and television. The
electric field generated between the
two electrodes will also heat metal;
therefore, problems arise when certain
measurements of objects heated are to
be made with instruments using magnets or containing metal. In many
instances, shielding against electric
leakage is the solution. In others, coxnpromises will be necessary, as for instance in the case of taking the temperature of a patient during a shortwave fever treatment, when either
alcohol thermometers must be used,
or the; generator must be switched off
before taking the temperature.
Worfc for Servicemen
It is of special interest to local service. men that short and ultra-shortwave generators use the same types
of tubes as radio transmitters. And
as the importance of heat application
and generation within an object by
means qf short and ultra-short waves
becomes more generally used, the demand for electronic servicing will be
increased.

15 KILOCYCLES
PRINCIPAL BAND FOR SMALL SCALE PRINCIPAL BAND
PREHEATING,
HEATING,
COMMERCIAL HEATFOR COMMERCIAL
ANNEALING.
ING, MELTING, HEATMELTING,
ELECTRONIC INHEATING MAG^HEATTREATING WITH RODUCTION HEATING
NETIC METALS
TATING GENERATORS TREATING
OF METALS

ALTERNATORS. MOTOR GENERATORS

ELECTRONIC GENERATORS
OR SPARK GAP CONVERTERS

0

10 MEGACYCLES
(

SURFACE HEATt
OF METALS, HfG
FREQUENCY ELE
TROSTATIC HEAT
ING, THERAPEUTICS
ELECTRONIC
GENERATORS

THE INDUCTION HEATING FREQUENCY SPECTRUM
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Girls at the Wilcox-Gay Corp. factory make a habit of recording- messages
for their men-In-service, The men can answer via recorders in USO centers.
Observations in the trade are that
(1) there are plenty of blanks still
available for Christmas, (2) The recordings are particularly popular in
family groups where youngsters are
involved, (3) There is something
about wartime sentiment which makes
a spoken greeting highly appreciated,
and (4) Men in the Services have
been "exposed" to the personal-recording vogue to such an extent that they
are decidedly record-conscious.

Below Is shown the busy retailer's recording booth described at right.
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• The traffic in recorded messages, as
the most modem and most interesting
way for civilians to exchange sentiments with the men in the military
training centers, is expected to reach a
peak this Christmas. Radio dealers
will find that the idea has picked up
greatly since last year. Now's the
time to get a recording booth under
way.
There's no need to worry about
whether the men in the Services will
have a machine on which to play the
messages from home. Tor in this regard, the USO has again been promptly helpful in supplying what the
trainees need. The organization now
has some 1,000 clpbs in the U. S., and
at each of these centers there are from
one to three record-players for the
men to use. These instruments, in
addition to those which are privately
owned, and those which are available
elsewhere, add up to an impressive
total.

m

*
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Store Scores With
Recording Booth
A sizable number of the Christmas
greetings which go this year to the
men in the Armed Forces will be in
the form of personally recorded discs.
The vogue is gathering speed, as they
are quick to tell you at the Franklin
Simon store in New York City, where
a new recording booth has been opened
in connection with the store's "Gift
Barracks."
This store does not regularly sell records or recorders, and so started from
scratch on this idea. It was introduced via a newspaper ad and a display window, and now the folks are
trooping in and making records at the
rate of 25 to 50 every day.
Department Ms Worth
Expanding
After the booth had been operating
for three weeks, and the public had
shown a real interest in recording messages for soldiers and sailors, the
store managers planned to expand the
department to handle p re-Christmas
rushes next month.
This store supplies a mailing service for the 6 in. records, and charges
35c per side, on which a customer may
record for about two minutes. The
blanks in this case are made by Recordisc Corp., 395 Broadway, New York
City.
It has been noted that this idea has
been used widely by family groups,
and that youngsters very often figure
in the recording.. It was found also
that customers particularly appreciate
privacy while making records.

"share

your RECORDIO 'til Victory

1J

That's the Theme of IV/lcox-Gay's
New National Campaign in
t

LIFE Magazine
Wifcox-Gay'c now campaign will bo announced in (he November !6
Is too of LIFE magazine. Twenty million people will tee how (hey can
"keep 'em smiling" by tending cheerful recordings to the men-in-service,
Wilcox-Gay will follow up this announcement ad with a carefully timed
program In LIFE to keep (hit campaign active.

m
m

m*
ITS A POWERFUL, DRAMATIC PROGRAM DIRECTED
AT ONE OF OUR MOST IMPORTANT WAR EFFORTS
■Ji.

=

—MORALE AT HOME AND IN OUR FIGHTING FORCES,
The men-in-service have proper facilities to make
recordings so if is our patriotic duty to provide these
same facilities for their loved ones back home.
Wilcox-Gay knows that every dealer will do his part.
Your Local WILCOX-GAY Distributor
Will Tell You About This Program

Jc
EVERY RADIO DEALER CAN SERVE-AND PROFIT
Wilcox-Gay's "Share your Recordio 'til Victory" campaign will sell discs and
recorder accessories. Wiicox-Gay has designed a special colorful mailing
envelope for mailing recordings to the men-in-service. THIS CAMPAIGN
PROMISES PLENTY OF ACTIVITYI
TO ALL RAD/O DEALERS:
Here ore three important steps to fake:
1. Check your inventory of recording
discs. Replenish your stock through
your distributor.,
2. Order your supply of special patriotic
disc-mailing envelopes from your distributor,
3. Identify your store with this campaign.
THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO
CAPITALIZE ON WILCOX-GAY'S
TIMELY PROMOTION.

DEALERS WHO DO NOT REGULARLY
STOCK DISCS.
Wilcox-Gay offers a special 10-disc
package.
This package contains ten (jVY discs, ten
patriotic mailing envelopes, one window
poster and one attractive counter disc
display.
This package is priced at $ 1 net.
SEND YOUR DOLLAR TO WILCOXGAY CORPORATION, CHARLOTTE,
MICHIGAN. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

WILCOX-GAY
CORPORATION
CHARLOTTE, MICHIGAN
PRODUCING

FOR

WAR
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• Beginning now, a retailei" of records can do a lot to help serenade the
country into a Victory mood. With
gift records.
People want the discs and they
have the money to buy them. And
the general feeling is that they will
want recordings even more this
Christmas, a year after Pearl Harbor. Thus, the holiday situation is
full of opportunities for the dealer.
It's a great chance to improve a retailing situation that may otherwise
be jammed with merchandise shortages, emergency limitations, wartime
regulations and high costs of doing
business.
Some of the hard-boiled record experts are saying that recorded Christmas music comes under the head of
"escape" entertainment that many
people are searching for these days.
They believe that the Yuletide carols
and hymns are the brand of music

* •
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which fills the wartime need exactly,
particularly because a war Christmas
is naturally a sentimental one. They
point out that the simple and solemn
values of holiday music have a special
appeal when many families have been
broken up by the requirements of the
Armed Porees.
On the other hand, it has been noted
that defense workers in their off-duty
hours have so far demonstrated a real
liking for music of the gay kind. Of
course this applies mostly to the
younger set, whose "awing shift" sessions around juke boxes are a national
fixture.
General Demand
Whatever the conclusion as to musical preferences, the fact remains
that the U. S. appetite for discs is a
vigorous and healthy affair, and that
a wartime Christmas will mean a
now peak in demand.
This may be a time to sell those
slower-moving records on the shelves
which were not precisely "in the
swim" during past months, but which
have merit and need some extra attention to make their value known to
customers. This may work out profitably while the demand is so high,
and supplies are on the short side.
The dealer should remember, too,
that while he is filling this exceptional holiday demand for discs, he
has a chance to make new contacts
and to create new musical tastes that
will benefit him after Christmas. It
is important to handle the. holiday
business so that the customers will
be coming back in 1943 after more
records and accessories.
The retailer should also keep in
mind that this nation is now composed
of stay-at-homes—people who are ex-

tremely short of gasoline and tires.
They need home entertainment suitable for entire families, and they need
a lot of itWhat's doing in record promotion
for the Christmas season is reviewed
herewith and it can be seen that
prompt dealer action is indicated. The
work already done at headquarters on
holiday selling is big-time and it's
effective; alert merchandisers will see
unusual benefits.
In the big Christmas promotion
campaign for Columbia records, a
number of innovations and war-style
ideas show up. Starting with the
fact that, for the ears of a fighting
nation, recorded music is "more precious than ever," Columbia concentrates on 300 gift items for the holidays and blankets the trade with a
strong and colorful series of sales aids
which will continue to be valuable in
their effect after Christmas.
Coming from Columbia are banners 2 ft. by 6 ft,, jumbo posters in
5 colors, a special theme display, a
At the left I* si c»l»rfiil theme display
featurinjs ".Toe, the Snowman," lu 5
colors. HcIow, n new album ntcrehnudiser with room for 4 grift sets.
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gift catalog, hangers, counter cards,
an album merchandiser, mailers, a
musical book promotion, ad reprints
and a gift catalog. The. latter is a
special job with the gift selections
listed, and specific suggestions made
for various members of the family.
Supporting the campaign is a big
drive in national magazines, on the radio, and in newspapers. The ad space
has been doubled for the period Dec.
5th to Dec. 14th, and the broadcasting
(Masterworks) includes 12 stations
for programs from Thanksgiving to
Ohristmas, And cooperative advertising for newspapers reaches a new
peak.
Elaborate promotion kits have been
sent to distributors and special mailings to dealers, so that the "This
Christmas . . . It's Music" theme
can be promptly caught up by record
men in the field.
RCA Victor has started its holiday
activities with an impressive string
of sales-makers available to retailers,
both for use in their stores and windows and to use in getting the Christinas 1942 recorded music idea Out
into the homes of customers.

m

asasi

Preliminary emphasis at Victor is
on carols, hymns, oratorios, etc., and
recorded favorites to be played at the
Yule season. Eor instance under
"Christmas Music America Loves
Best" the records, are classified on
one cplorful hanger as (1) As Great
Artists Sing Them, (2) As Great Artists Play Them, (3) The Famous
Trinity Choir, (4) Christmas Bells
and Chimes and (5) Christmas Music,

All set lor lioliclity business is the new
store above, opened by CastellsmosMolinn VI ■■ sic Shops, Neiv York City.
It's nil investment in the future of records, rim by mnung'er Tony Contreras
and designed by: eo-proprietor Hermnn
Diax. The store bus the newest in lighting;, listening-booth convenience, record
storage anil general styling.
Below are two holiday displays ready
for dealers, an album gift unit at left,
and a 3-uiiit patriotic job at right.
(Continued on the following page)
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RECORDS FOR
CHRISTMAS

The Morgan Manner

{Continued from preceding page)
Albums. Besides plenty of promotion for gift records for the youngsters.
The company points out that "record dealers who want to get the jump
on the coming avalanche of sales in
Christmas music will consider their
shelves with critical eyes and fill up
the empty places promptly . . . the
only time in 1942 when you can sell
records of specific Christmas subject
matter is right now!"
Victor also has a big window display featuring albums in a sleigh, a
3-unit display also for windows, a gift
guide, a brochure on favorite music
and a folder on gift records for children, to start with.
The radio feature "Music You
Want" reaches coast-to-coast audiences regularly, in addition to Victor's large-scale promotion efforts in
other media.
Decca Drive
To start shortly after the Thanksgiving holidays, is an intensive
Christmas sales campaign for Decca
records, described by the company as
"the most vigorous Christmas promotion drive in the history of the com-

Library Style

Buss Morgan, the popular band leader.
Is shown here as factory guest of Petmo
Prodnets Co., Chicago. He accepted the
invitation of Permo's Gene Stetfens to
see how long-life phonograph needles
are made, and commented on "so much
work and science needed to make the
tiny needles."
Bull-page, four-color ads in the December issues of leading magazines
(Life, Sat. Eve Post, Time, etc.) are
the heart of the campaign. Broadsides built around this advertising,
carrying full-color reprcKluctions of
the ads, suitable for use as store displays will help dealers to focus the
pulling power of the Decca campaign
on individual stores which tie in with
it. In additon, a series of four-color
store posters, featuring Decca Records, album sets, children's records
and artists, tied in with seasonal
themes will be distributed free to
dealers.

"Share-Y oiir-RecordioJ
Xil-Victory"
The Wilcox-Gay Corp., Charlotte,
Mich., has launched a new type of
service program for its product, Reeordio.
Since Pearl Harbor the demand for
recording facilites has been increasing.
Throughout the nation, in service organizations such as USD, Recordios
have been pressed into service. Since
Wilcox-Gay ceased consumer manufacturing, it has been a problem to
met the demands of such worthy organizations, "Our biggest headache,"
states W. L. Hasemeier, W-G sales
head, "is to find private owners who
will loan their equipment."
Neighborly Plan
A careful survey of this situation
suggested the idea behind the new
program. In many neighborhoods
there are one or more recorders and
in those same neighborhoods are families who1 have men in the service. This
circumstance provides the basis for
Wilcox-Gay's
"Share-your-Recordio
'til-Victory" campaign. National ads
will urge that persons owning recorders share them with their friends
and neighbors. Wilcox-Gay discs packaged In a handy mailing envelope will
be available in retail stores throughout
the country. Some dealers have further
facilitated the plan by setting up registration bureaus in cooperation with
local clubs and organizatons. The
bureau lists owners of recorders who
are willing to loan their equipment
for short periods to responsible groups
for the. benefit of service men and
their families.
The firm has no equipment to sell
but feels it a pleasant duty to sponsor
this idea for the boys in uniform.

Just Holiday Releases

Above Is the "TUfarary Edition" record
album which is the newest addition to
the lines offered by Peerless Albnm Co.,
Inc., 38-42 W. 21st St., New York City.
It's a gold-embossed Job, with rounded
wood back and the Protecto-Plap feature. It was described on page S3 of the
October Issue ot Radio Retailing Today,
but the photo used then was one showing the Peerless Oothlc-deslgn album,
rather than the "lUbrtiry" unit.
34

In order to meet the demand for
Christmas "standards" and recentlyreleased popular records—notably
Eing Crosby's "White Christmas"
and "Silent Night," the CrosbyAstaire "Holiday Inn" album, Herbert Marshall's "Count of Monte
Cristo," Ronald Colman's "A Christmas Carol" and others of equally
heavy demand—Decca will not release
any new records until 1943, and will
concentrate a high percentage of its
production on the records featured in
this advertising and promotion.

Warren Hasemeier of Wilcox-Gay.
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A Protit-Making Promotion
It There Ever Was One!

\
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L-^W. JOBBER!
Stock up on the hottest needle deal ever offered to the
trade. Duotone's "Lucky 7" is priced to give both you and
your dealers a very handsome profit. Here is a priority
free item, available immediately. Mailing pieces and
return cards supplied free with each order for deals.
Write for information today. Don't wait!
JOBBER SALESMEN!
The "Lucky 7" deal Is lucky for you too. Sell the deal
... get a Stetson free! Ask your boss for the details.

Yes, here is the Duotone "lucky 7" Deal—
The hottest needle offer of the year ... a
money-in-the-pocket operation that is
going like wildfire from coast to coast. It's
a fast turnover deal, complete from smash
counter displays to long profit. Duotone's
fastest selling items... lifetone. Filter Point
and Chrome Needles are wrapped up in
the "Lucky 7" display package that gives
you a profit of $9.48 on a $7.77 investment. The Duotone policy of liberal dealer
discounts makes more money for you
again! Don't wait. This is a limited offer and
will be withdrawn as soon as allotted quantifies are gone. Otder from your Duotone
jobber immediately or send us the coupon.
I'

*•
D6pt. R.
DUOTONE. INC.
R
; 799 Broadway, Now York City
| Rush Mo.
.. "Lucky 7" Dealt at $7.77
■ My Jobber's
(l 'City & Stale..
—
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The sound track ot Daldone Radio Service
Lnba, Newark, N. J-, Is a familiar unit at wartime events la New Jersey- Daldone reports
doing: 40% ot the naval launchlngs, state celebralons, parades, etc.. In the state, u«ln£
University I,a1>a egwipment.
• At the outset, Britain at war
thought that public address was a
peace-time luxury. But at least one
radio man, R. G. Jones of the Morden
district in London, thought otherwise.
Mr, Jones had built the first P. A. van
to be seen on, the British highways
in 1926, and had left radio retailing
to concentrate on public address.
Then in the days when salvage and
the need for saving used material was
little known by the public and was
only just being considered by the authorities, Mr. Jones took his van to
a residential street in Morden, London. He was accompanied by a doubting Borough engineer.
"Britain needs your scrap and rubbish," came the call from the loudspeakers, and this was followed by a
vigorous appeal for local residents to
look in spare rooms and attics to see
what could be salvaged for the munitions factories.
130 Outfits Used
After a few minutes, people began
to pour out, bearing a motely mass of
material that soon formed a great pile
on the sidewalk. Papers and books,
cycle frames and garden tools, children's broken toys and cardboard boxes
and a hundred other different things
were carried out by the suburban
householders.
That incident with its results was
repeated in every street that the van
visited. The success of the appeal
brought a visit from Mr. Judd, Britain's publicity chief in the Ministry
26
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of

department concerned with salvage
and since that day Mr. Jones has been
busy with 130 public address outfits
helping to win the war.
Galls for special savings efforts to
invest in Britain's War Savings Fund
to buy battleships, airplanes and tanks
have been made at great open air
meetings using his equipment. Relaxation and recreation for war workers
has been provided by lunch hour band
concerts on the steps of St. Paul's
Cathedral. Thousands of volunteers
have answered the appeal for blood
donors broadcast by the speakers on
his vans. One van is kept ready, day
and night, at the service of the Ministry of Information so that in case
of any emergency instructions can be
given to the inhabitants on an area.
Another van with speakers having a
four to five mile range has helped in
training men of the Home Guard—
Britain's part time Army—in field
exercises.
Morale Job
Those are j'ust a few of the ways in
which Mr. Jones is today proving in
Britain the worth of public address
in aiding the war effort.
Over and above these, he has just
completed his greatest task this summer. This job involved working 126
hours a week for more than a month
and on more than one occasion handling 16 jobs in one day.
This was no less than the task of
giving everyone of London's six to
seven millions a chance to spend a
happy holiday without going away.
Hue to the need for cutting down
passenger travel on the railroads this
season so that the locomotives could
be used for hauling freight and the
lines left clear for military traffic, the

How a Briiish Boaler
Dsod I'iihllc Address
Kfliilpnient af Crucial
Period in JLondon

War
Government planned a "Holidays at
Home" campaign. They could not
bring the sea to the city, but they
planned to turn every open space into
a play center, sports garden, theatre
and music center. It was the task of
Mr. Jones to insure that radio amplification made all these things available to the open air crowds.
Talk ot the Town
In Hyde Park, where Mr. Ohnrchill
spoke to the crowds at one of the big
reviews; at Trafalgar Square where
military bands played; at Lincoln's
Inn, once the retreat of lawyers, where
concert parties wise-cracked; and at
Southwark Gardens, where Shakespeare's plays were given, only a few
hundred yards from the site of theatres where he had once played; and
at swimming galas, parks and open
air dances throughout London, Mr.
Jones' speakers brought entertainment
to the thousands of London war workers who stayed at home. They stayed
firstly because of the Government's
appeal, and secondly, because of the
amazing feast of gaiety and entertainment that only P.A. could bring them.
Record's Enlisted
hfow Mr. Jones is planning a new
activity to reinforce the appeal of public address. He has always concentrated on microphone technique when
making appeals for special war efforts
such as salvage, savings, fuel economy
and so on. But his voice has only
been able to travel with one van—until he started making gramophone records of such appeals.
"The advantage, is that such appeals
can be rehearsed, and studied to get
the maximum effect and then can be
recorded and issued out to as many
vans as are being used at one time.
Previously we had to use scripts and
often it was difficult to get men who
combined the qualities of reliable driving with operating and microphone
technique. There is always the risk
of a mistake with a script."
Owing to the shortage of blank
discs, Mr. Jones is experimenting
with cellulose type-sprays in the hope
of being able to fill up the grooves
of old records and use them again.
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"Engineer a loud speaker for battleships I
"Engineer a loud speaker to go in training tanks!"
"Engineer a loud speaker for submarines I"
"Engineer a loud speaker for command cars!"
"Engineer a loud speaker for landing barges!"
Those are Just a few of the instructions Jensen has
received since America decided to make war its business.
Unsurpassed design and production facilities have made
Jensen "Loud speaker maker for the armed forces."
In addition to the great honor, it is invaluable experience.

enaen
RADIO

MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

6601 South Laramie, Ciiicogo
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A pair of BCrTlcemen, Roy Siler, left, and Frank Babb, are sbonn in the shop of the Moore Euuipmeiif Co., Dayton, at work on
secret equipment for the Armed Forces. Such vital jobs confront these servicemen daily, besides the rush of home repair work,
but they're eagrer to make a direct contribution to the war effort by working on military nnits.

Ohio

Servicemen

War
Below, left, is William Welter of Standard Radio
Parts Co., Dayton, at the business end of a big
paging system he built for a local war plant. It's
another way servicemen help the war effort. The
RCA unit was designed hy Ray Stotts, now a
first lieut. in the Air Corps.
* ' A* .i-M.

> S5»***** ***:***

On

Jobs

Below, right, is service expert Dester Grant, also of Moore Equipment Co., aboard an Air Corps repair trailer. He's doing special
test work on a two-way radit»—typical of the military jobs
which mean that Moore servicemen work overtime. Such work
shows that radio servicemen have big Victory Jobs to do as
civilians.
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THE name Simpson is a distinguished one in the design
and manufacture of electrical instruments. It stands
for know-how, and skill, learned through long years of experience.
But people don't buy names today; they buy products.
And that's the real reason why Simpson Instruments have
skyrocketed to success so rapidly.
Born of experience that reaches way back into the
history of electrical instruments, they offer such important betterments as a full bridge type movement with soft
iron pole pieces. Men who know instruments know that
such a movement is inherently more accurate and rugged.
As produced by Simpson, this finer design achieves its
finest expression . .. with all the economies of standardization and straight-line production.
If your need for instruments is vital enough to give you
the right to buy, it is vital enough to rate the best. To
those who have learned to measure instruments on merit
alone, that means Simpson.
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SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
5208-18 Kinzie St., Chicago, 111.
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MODEL 260
High Sensitivity
Tester
• A typical example of Simpson leadership. Ranges to
5000 volts, both AC and DC,
at 20,000 ohms per volt DC,
and 1000 ohms per volt AC.
Current readings from 1
microampere to 500 milliamperes. Resistance- readings
from Yz ohm to 10 megohms. Five decibel ranges,
—10 to +52 DB.
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INSTRUMENTS THAT STAY ACCURATE
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Government

oi Radio

• Government reguiation of radio
stocks is definitely on the way. The
latest, announcement on this from the
War Production Board is that formal
Control of finished consumers' supplies
in the hands of wholesalers, retailers
and manufacturers throughout the
U. S. is scheduled for the near future^
The statement from Washington is
that "the order now being drafted will
require the achievement of normal inventories by the early part of 1943 . . .
the system will require each merchant
to maintain the same relationship of
his stock to sales which he had on the
average in comparable quarters 193940-41. Forms giving the details for
arriving at "normal inventories" are
being made available. In these, announcemets, WPB docs not reveal
whether smaller dealers will be exempt
from the. regulation but earlier indications were that remaining radio
stocks of the average dealer would not
be large enough to be affected directly
by the ruling. However, in the equalizing and balancing of all radio supplies in the hands of distributors and
dealers, a kind of distribution may
take place which would affect the interests of everybody in the business.
In spite of the fact that in general the
trade is currently concerned with
shortages, rather than with overstocks.

Regulation

Inventories

Things to Come?
A new order issued by Canadian authorities has "frozen" all
retailing activity by putting a
stop to all expansion, new enterprises new lines, and new
services on the part of dealers.
Canadian dealers, are thus
prohibited from adding any
new merchandise which they
may "have been considering as
wartime "substitutes.'

war plants are now located. It was
stated that the control program is
also desirable in connection with any
future rationing programs. It was
pointed out that a rationing plan
could hardly be successful unless the
existing supply of the rationed article
is distributed among merchants in
proportion to the amounts of its which
will be bought by their customers.
An earlier recommendation that a
system of quarterly reports from the
regulated merchants be used to begin

with, was rejected by Donald Nelson,
who favors, a program that is more
direct and formal. Mr. Nelson be^
lieves that the carefully-considered
order now being drafted will get the
job done more effectively.
Anti-Inflation Measure
It is believed that the new control
plan will aid in cutting down the inflationary effects which naturally arise
from scarcities of goods. These effects include speculative buying,
"black markets," and decreases in the
normal regulatory forces of competition which, results when competitors
cannot get merchandise.
Influencing the shape of the final
order will be the recommendations of
the reporting committee that the ruling should be simple, inexpensive to
administer, and in conformity with
the usual accounting practice. Other
suggestions were that the order should
(1) Be applied by lines of merchandise or by departments, (2) Flexible
enough to allow for seasonal fluctuations and changing conditions, (3)
Orderly in its provision for liquidation of excess stocks.

immediate Weed
The current condition of inventories
was investigated by a special Wholesale and Petail Inventory Policy Coxnmittee, and reported to Joseph Li
Weiner, Deputy Director of the Office
of Civilian Supply, WPB. The findings showed "that the tendency toward
inequitable distribution of inventories
among merchants is sufficiently pronounced to require prompt adoption
of a control program."
The report said that an equitable
distribution of inventories will help
keep in existence thousands of small
community stores necessary to supply
the needs of suburban and rural communities, especially those in which
30
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PREFERRED

BY

THE

COMMUNICATION
IT IS necessary to keep the receivers in
millions of homes and offices operating
to get war news—maintain a vital link in
air and other civilian defense activities.
Home front communication engineers prefer Utah products for this vital work. Experience has taught them that the Utah
trademark assures dependability and customer satisfaction. They know it protects
their reputation for high quality and sound
value.
UTAH VIBRATORS—Outstanding design and advanced engineering have maintained their leadership. The Utah line provides exact replacements for every vibrator
requirement.
UTAH SPEAKERS meet practically
every radio receiver and sound equipment

HOME

FRONT'S

ENGINEERS

/^Sk

need in these industries. A balanced line,
Utah Speakers provide ruggedness and
adequate power handling capacity.
UTAH TRANSFORMERS are fully
guaranteed. They have absolute insulation
—which prevents breaking down, even
under high humidity and severe atmospheric conditions.
UTAH CARTER PARTS include Vitreous Enamel Resistors, Wire Wound Controls, Plugs, Jacks, Switches, etc. Satisfactory performance is assured in every Utah
point in the circuit. UTAH RADIO
PRODUCTS COMPANY, 810 Orleans St.,
Chicago, 111. In Argentina: Radio Products
Co., S. R, L., Buenos Aires. Cable Address:
UTARADIO, Chicago. In Canada: Utah
Products (Canada) Ltd., 560 King Street,
West, Toronto.

\
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Staying

Everything from
Flashlights to Traetors
A number of radio manufacturera
are energetically helping their dealers and distributors to locate new lines
to sell. Much of the new merchandise
is completely non-related to radio, but
the factories are anxious to be helpful and to give radio outlets some
chance of staying in business. Zenith
Radio Corp. has been very active in
this respect, and has served as a clearing house for its distributors, in exchanging information on new lines,
where they are available, etc.
The latest list of new products
which various Zenith distributors have
taken on, is as follows:
Records
Games
Linoleum
Cameras
Mattresses
Fans
Glassware
Stokers
Clocks
Furniture
Sinks
Paint
Furnaces
Carpeting
Dishes
Phonographs
Flashlights
Sweepers
Fertilizer
Coal Stoves
Nested Chairs
Gas Stoves
Sun Lamps
Ironing Pads

Sporting Goods
Electric Heaters
Woodworking Tools
Kitchen Cabinets
Small Appliances
Breakfast Furniture
Refrigerator Parts
dewing Machines
Cooling Equipment
Water Softeners
Ice Refrigerators
Frozen Food Lockers
Fluorescent Lighting
Lubricating Oil
Floor & Table Lamps
Fire Extinguishers
Piston Rings
Coffee Makers
Kerosene Stoves
Hand Tractors
Record Cabinets
Stirrup Pumps
Electric Razors
Space Heating

in

Business

Office of Price Administration regulates retailing through price control
and rationing. Leon Henderson, Administrator.
War Production Board. Division of
Civilian Supply sets up regulations to
conserve supply and administers such
inventory controls as are deemed necessary. Through its priority system,
the WPB al§o restricts the materials
available for goods to he sold at retail.
Leon Henderson, Director.
Office of Civilian Defense. Draws up
regulations for business establishments
covering air-raid defense. James M.
Landis, Director.
Wn^ltingrftm Beads
"National War Labor Board. By
means of mediation or arbitration settles labor disputes that might directly or indirectly interfere with the
War Effort. William H. Davis, Chairman.
'Office of Defense Transportation. Restricts retail deliveries and pickups
and aids in developing cooperative
delivery systems. Joseph B. Eastman,
Director.
Selective Service System. Taps retail manpower and sets up responsibilities for reemployment. General
Lewis B. Hershey, Director.

Wor Manpower Commission. Allocates civilians to essential industries.
May eventually control retail personnel, Paul V. McNutt, Administrator.
War Stamp Xmas Cards
Ready to Sell
A series of War Stamp Christmaa
Cards, approved by the Treasury Dept,
are now available to retailers from
The Greeting Card Industry, Inc., 200
Fifth Ave., New York City. This organization represents a majority of
the greeting card manufacturers of the
country, and by offering these lively
and novel cards to all dealers, makes
an important contribution to America's Victory program.
The cards sell for 5c each, and contain either a stamp album, or an envelope which the addressee is encouraged to fill with stamps. Short patriotic greetings are so worded that
at least one stamp must be enclosed
by the sendex*.
Dealers may order lots of the eight
different designs of cards, or they may
get the self-displaying container, ready
for counter use, which holds 100 cards
and envelopes. This assortment Includes, besides the big red-white-andblue display, a colorful window
streamer and counter card.

Putting the Screws on That Terrible Trio

War Agencies Yon
Should Know
The School of Retailing of New
York University has issued a list of
"War Agencies Affecting Retailing,"
as a reminder to dealers that there are,
within the Office of Emergency Management-— Office of the President1—
quite a number of wartime control
centers in Washington with which retailers should be familiar.
The list, which outlines the way in
which each agency affects the retailer,
is as follows;
Office of Economic Stabilization. Formulates and develops a comprehensive
national policy relating to the control
of civilian purchasing power, prices,
rent, wages, rationing, subsidies, and
all related matters. James P. Byrne,
Director.
32

In a Phllntlciphia parade, this float l>y Phllco Corp. drew heavy applause nn an
expression of how radio war production plants feel about their Job In beating the
enemy.
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PROBLEM?
lor many years Meissner Coils have
been the accepted standard by engineers
who insist upon high quality performance
, . . Meissner precision coil construction
never varies . . . they are the best that
engineering research and modern production methods can make.
When you specify a Meissner Coil you

PLASTIC IF
^
TRANSFORMERS
The most popular replacement types. Compact in sise, I'A' square, Z'/z" high. Available
in all Irequenciea from X7S kc. to 456 kc. List
price $1-10 each.

have the assurance of long, trouble-free
%A

operating life backed by a name that
is synonymous with precision-built
products.
Coils illustrated and described represent
only a few of the complete Meissner
Coil line.

COMPACT
ANTENNA
—RF COILS
Ideal units for replacement in compact midget
or auto Radio sets. Coils wound on iorm
in diameter, 1%" long. List price, either type,
Antenna or RF, 50g each.
^

See your nearest Meissner distributor today.

Ml. CARMEL, ILLINOIS
PRECISION-BUILT PRODUCTS"

RADIO Retailing TODAY, November, 1942
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UNIVERSAL
ADJUSTABLE COILS
Adj ustable—Inductance Ferrocart (Iron Core)
coils will replace the broadcast band coils in
practically any receiver. 3 types available,
Antenna, RF, Oscillator. List price $1.38.
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Above i» the roster of key men of the Radio Mmmfucfurcrs Association, many of whom are serving in wartime advisory
capacities in Washington. Chief concern of ItMA is now to bring radio war production to absolute peak. Membership Is
the biggest since li>31; there are now 150 members compared with 109 a year ago. The organization recently launched a new
Service Bureau as part of an all-Industry plan (see pages 16-17) to provide manpower and replacement parts to keep as many
civilian sets in repair as possible after war requirements are filled.
COURT ALLOWS DEALER
TO CANCEL LEASE
More information on the legal position of a radio dealer who may want
to cancel his lease contract because of
wartime shortages, is seen in a decision by the New York Supreme Court,
Monroe County. The action was that
of Schwartz vs. The American Auto
Supply Co., wherein the former
brought suit for store rental, based on
a three years' lease dating from March
10, 1940.
(An earlier discussion of a dealer's
rights in such cases is to be found
in the June issue of Radio Retailing
Today, under the title "Your Lease"
on page 26.)
Tenant's Sales Stopped
by Gov't. Regulations
The Schwartz lease contained the
provision: "premises to be used for
the sale of tires, radios, washing machines and refrigerators." The tenant's
answer to the complaint was that the
sale of these articles has been prohibited by the United States Government's priority order and the tenant
had been evicted from the premises.
The Court denied the landlord's mo34

tion for judgment on the pleadings,
for the following reasons:
The landlord contended that the
lease did not restrict the use of the
premises by the tenant to the sale
of tires, radios, washing machines
and refrigerators, because it did not
say that it should be devoted to these
purposes exclusively, and that the insertion of the word "only" would be
necessary to accomplish that result.
Special Equity
The court said that if the intention
had been to allow the stores to be
used in any legal manner that the
tenant might desire "there would have
been no object in mentioning that
they were to be devoted to the purposes above stated. The premises
could have been used for these purposes or any other lawful business.
The clause Is presumed to have been
inserted to serve some object, and
hence must be interpreted to mean
that the purposes stated are exclusive.
The restriction by the landlord of the
use of these stores for the purposes
stated created a special equity in favor of the tenant. If the tenant were
to be held to its covenant to pay the
rent, then the premises must remain
idle because they can be utilized for

no other purpose by the tenant without violating the lease. On the other
hand, if the lease is cancelled, they
can be used by the landlord for any
lawful purpose."
Partial Close-Outs
Not Covered
The court expressly did not decide
whether the result would be different
if some but not all of the types of
merchandise and appliances described
in the lease were forbidden to be sold,
or if the sale of some or all of them
was permitted but in reduced quantities; nor what different effect would
be produced by a lease for a long term.
If the government orders do not
go as far as forbidding all sales of
types of machinery and appliances described in the lease, the effect of any
variance will be considered when the
action is tried.
So far, cases involving radio merchandise are rare, and no reports have
been made on the status of radio servicing in this situation. Radio men
may meanwhile get valuable guidance
by watching any new court decisions
that may be made concerning retailers
and servicers in other fields where
supplies have been drastically cut by
war needs.
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Prediction!

TO KEEP THE
RADIO

One of Four

m
Great Industries to Lead Us
HUN BY

NAME ALIVE
-AND

HELP

YOU

Back to Peacetime Business
Normalcy
ZENITH predicts for the postwar radio industry an important future.
One of the many Zenith National advertisements now appearing . . . shown at left . . .
will tell you why.
And because Zenith ... in war as in peace
. . . builds what it knows best—Radio ... and
nothing but radio . . . now for the country's
armed forces, Zenith is concentrating on radio
research—contributing much and learning
much that will establish a new record of
"firsts" for the future of Zenith Dealers.
We are proud to be producing for Victory
•—proud to be a part of the great industrial
force which manufactures war material for
our armed forces—doing all we can to hasten
the day when peace will come.
Zenith's proven advertising strategy, used
so successfully in establishing deserved supremacy for Zenith Portables, calls for hardhitting, moderate sized space, run with rapid
frequency and aimed toward large circulations
In a diversified list of periodicals.

Running
Frequently
in a

.VOH&
aoio
y;O»v0's _

«cvuMvu,!r

Advertisements similar to the one reproduced at the left will help keep the Zenith
name alive before the American public.

Long List of
National
Magazines
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ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION
C H I C A G O

New

Products
tacts. The contacts are rated: 4 amps
up to 24 v. AC or DC and 4 amps AC;
1 amp DC from 25 to 115 v. Vibration
resistant up to 10 times gravity in the
energized position. Overall height from
base to armature—In. Ward Leonard
Elec. Co., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.—RRT.

JOHNSON "VIKING" MINIATURE
SOCKET, No, 267, featuring government
grade G steatite insulation. Silver-plated,phospher bronze contacts are self-aligning. Orientation of contacts for minimum
capacity effect and center shield for
grounding to chassis. Steatite insulation
is glazed top and sides and bottom wax
impregnated. Lists at 50c. E. F. Johnson Co., Waseca, Minn.—RRT,

AMERICAN RADIO HDWE.
PHONE-SW ITCH, SW.141, is a double
circuit microphone switch designed to
permit easy on and off switching, 4 15/32
in. x % in. x 1% m. Constructed of
Tenite If. Heavily nickel plated with
Bakellte insulation. Mounted on sturdy
brass brackets, phosphor bronze blades.
American Radio Hardware Co., 476 Broadway, New York, N. Y.—RRT.

GENERAL CEMENT RADIO CHEMICAL LABORATORY contains 20 large
2 oz, bottles of chemicals and cements
for all kinds of radio repairs, speakers,
coils, contacts, dials, controls, etc., put
up In a permanent rack stand which may
be placed on bench or hung up on the
wall. List price, $8,17, dealers net, $4.90.
General Cement Mfg. Co., Rockford, III.
—RRT,

HEXAGON HATCHET TYPE SOLDERING IRON, made up in wattages of
80,100, 150, 175, and 200. Tip sizes % in.,
in. and % in. Plug tip type with replaceable elements and tips. Principal
advantage is that it gives better balance
on certain soldering operations and decreases operator fatigue. Range in price
from $8 to $11.50. Hexacon Elec. Co., 161
W. Clay Ave„ Roselle Park, N. J,—RRT.

CARTER MAGMOTOR, the smallest and
lightest weight permanent magnet dynamotor made. 100 w. model weighs only
4% fhs. Designed for police radio receivers, small aircraft transmitters, portable
life saving devices and field communication equipment. Special brushes Insure
over 5000 hrs. service. Also available as
an AC or DC generator. Carter Motor
Co., 1603 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, III,
—RRT.
WARD LEONARD 69 rheostats,
made of pressed steel are 4 in. in diameter with about 43 steps of control and
are rated for 100 w. Feature balanced
contact arm, "dead" shaft construction,
copper graphite contact shoes and front
or back-of-board mounting In single and
multiple assemblies. Ward Leonard Elec.
Co., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.—RRT.

•"•r

■ fir
DU MONT TYPE 224 OSCILLOGRAPH
with greatly extended frequency range,
more versatility in the handling of applied signals and special pickup means
whereby input capacitance Is reduced
and stray pickup elimlriated. Outstanding
feature is Y-axis or vertical deflection response from 20 c.p.s. to 2 million cycles.
X-axis or horizontal deflection from 10
c.p.s. to! 100 kc. Weighs 49 lbs, and measures 14 /8 in. x 8% in. x 15J/8 in. Operates
on 115 v., 60 cycles. Alien B. DuMont
Labs., Inc., 2 Main Ave., Passaic, N. J.
—RRT.
36

WARD LEONARD 104 relays, small,
compact remote control units, adapted to
applications within their ratings where
space is limited. Available for operation
on AC and DC circuits. Open type, front
connected solder type terminals, double
pole, double throw, silver-to-silver con-

CLAROSTAT GLASOHM HEATING
ELEMENT, a glass-insulated flexible unit
available in lengths of from a few Inches
to several feet—particularly useful in
very limited space. Resistance wire Is
wound on a fibre-glass core and protected
by a fibre-glass braided covering. Can
be readily bent. May be provided with
any type terminals. Wattage ratings from
1 to 4 w. per body Inch depending on the
application. Operating temperatures up
tb 760'' F. Clarostat Mfg. Co., inc., 285-7
N. 6th St., Brooklyn, N. Y,—RRT.
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WHY?

. Results of a nation-wide survey

conducted by a wholly independent research
organization disclosed that Executives and Engineers in the electronic industries overwhelmingly
prefer IRC resistors. In voting them "'superior"
by a plurality of more than two to one, these
specific reasons were cited—
BECAUSE ... IRC offers
JKC files the flag of the
Army-Navy I'roduciinn Atcard
for "High Aehievemeitt"
INTERNATIONAL
401

product" and
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Power

Supplies

For

Portables

Hoiv to Put Battery-less Portahlcs Bach into
Operation with a Power Line Supply Unit
• The recent government order stopping the manufacture of the batteries
normally used for portable receivers
leaves some of the older typos that
were not designed for three way operation to either be stored on a closet
shelf for the duration, or to be
equipped with a power line supply by
the serviceman.
Most of the battery-only type of
portables used four tubes in a conventional superhet circuit. The tubes
in these sets were generally connected
in parallel and required a 1.5 volt battery and a current drain 200 to 250
ma. depending on the type of audio
output tube used.
In Fig. 1A a typical parallel filament portable circuit is shown with
the conventional A VG system.
Power Units Available
Several manufacturers offer power
line units for use with those portables.
The units are designed to fit into the
battery compartment of the set. The
power from those units is connected
to conventional battery sockets so
than the cables in the set need only
bo plugged into the proper socket.
These units will offer a quick solution to the problem of putting these
sots back into service.
A list of the manufacturers of
those power lino battery units will bo
found on page fit) of the Xtaclio yearbook (March 1942 issue of Radio
Retailing Today).

Due to many material shortages it
may not be possible to obtain these
power units in all cases. If this is the
condition, the serviceman can build
a unit to do the jol
Thore are several important problems to consider in the design of such
a power unit. In most cases it will
be out of the question to consider a
rectifier system which oau deliver
200-250 ma. at 1.4 volts. A single 80
tube (or 5X14(5, 5V4G, etc.) could be
used with the plates tied together for
half-wave operation at this high value
of current. The tube could work
directly from the 115-volt line. The
problem with this arrangement lies
in the filtering of such a high current
at such a low voltage. Several hundred microfarads of capacity would
be required as well as either a very
heavy choke (should be capable of
passing 800 ma. or more) or a filter
resistor of about 500 ohms. This resistor should be rated at 50 watts or

Convert to Series
Snch heavy current parts are expensive and difficult to obtain in these
times. Some service shops may have
some old time copper oxide rectifiers
and associated equipment from the
early "A" eliminators. This apparatus, if not too large may he used to
supply the current for the tube filaments.
A better method which involves more

m

si

m
FUs. 1—Typiful parallel an«l fteriem filament arrangement for portables. In rewiring,
udfUtioicil 40 mfd. capacitor is required as shown. See text for notes on grid returns.
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work but gives a lighter weight and
less expensive power unit is that of
rewiring the filaments in a scries
rather than parallel circuit. By connecting the tubes in aeries, tiie total
current drain need only be 50 ma. and
the filament voltage will be 6 to 7.5
(for a four-tube circuit) depending
upon the type of output tube used.
This reduction of filament current
drain means that the smaller rectifier
tubes can be used and the filter parts
—capacity and resistance need not be
as large.
The rewiring of the filaments into a
series circuit involves a few points
which should be observed. There is a
definite order in which the tubes
should be wired. The second detector,
usually a 1H5, should be wired as
the first tube in the string starting at
the negative end. The next tube
should be the converter, then the IF
tube, and last the output tube which
will then connect to the positive terminal of the filament power unit.
This connection sequence is shown in
Fig. IB.
Uy-passintf Methods
The tubes are wired in this order
to reduce the possibilties of hum
modulator! in the high gain tubes.
Tubes that are several volts above
ground in the filament string should
be low gain tubes in order not to
cause 1mm modulation from the rectified filament current. Tubes wired
in series must have same current rating.
The next factor to be considered in
the rewiring of the tube filaments is
the grid return circuit of each tube.
With parallel filament circuits, the
A-circuit was common to all tubes
and the necessary by-passing was connected back to this common load. The
bottom end of the grid circuits of all
tubes except those getting AVC
voltage also were connected to the
A-lead. With the series arrangement,
the grid returns and all other bypassing for each tube must be done
to the negative filament side of the
same tube. The screen grid by-pass
condenser of, say the IF tube, must
be returned to the negative side
of the filament of the IF tube. This
by-passing back within a circuit to
the negative filament lead is important since each tube has a different
voltage reference to "ground" and if
the grid returns for each tube are not
made to the same tube, the grid bias
will be upset.
These bias returns are shown in
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Fig. 2—Half-wiive power unit for replacing batteries. Values of filter
resistors are discussed in text. Hat terj-type out Jet soeltets are used.
Fig. IB. Notice that the second
detector tube is connected so that the
diode platGj which is near the negaative side of the filament, will have
its load register returned to the side
of the filament connected to the negative side of the converter filament.
This is done in order to allow the
AVC voltage to bo applied to the converter grid without upsetting the grid
bias conditions of that tube.
The AYC is usually not applied to
the IF tube of these circuits since the
HSfS (most common type) does not
have good super control features.
Notice in Fig, IB the IF tube grid is
returned to its own filament through
a resistor which is usually about 1 to
5 megohms and this is by-passed by
0.01 mfd. capacitor usually. The large
value of this resistor give a automatic
grid-leak type of bias on large signals. Where only one tube is to receive AVC voltage, it should be one
of the tubes early in the circuit such
as: an RF or converter stage.

the physical layout of the chassis and
cabinet. The power supply will consist of a rectifier tube, necessary filter
resistors and capacitors, outlet sockets, and power cord. In the absence
of small metal chassis on which to
assemble the half-wave power supply,
a small wood breadboard type of construction can be used. Small blocks
of 5-pIy wood serve nicely.
Power Circuit
The circuit for the power supply is
a matter of choice. Fig. 2 shows a

Series Filtering
The last audio tube in the parallel
filament type of circuit usually ob- (
tains its. bias from the drop across a
resistor in series with the B- lead.
In the 'series type of circuit, the bias
can be obtained by making the grid
return of this last audio tube back
to the A- end of the string. The output tube then uses the 4.5 volts drop
across the filaments of the other tubes
as its bias.
In addition to the precautions to
be taken with grid returns and Bypassing in the. scries filament circuit,
a large filter condenser will be require to by-pass the audio component of the plate and screen current oi
the last audio stage around the filaments of the other tubes in the string.
This capacitor should be about 40
mfd. rated at about 25 volts. Connect it from the negative side of the
output tube filament back to the negative side of the A supply. This capacitor is shown in Fig. IB.
The actual construction of tbe
power supply will be determined by

Fig. 3—Common switching circuits that
can be rewired to serve as otff-on for
new power supply.
typical unit. The rectifier tube can
be almost any of the high voltage
filament tubes that will handle tne
necessary rectified current. The total
current drain of the four tube set will
be 50 ma. for the filaments and about
13 ma. for the plates of the tubes:—a
total of 62. The rectified should be
able to handle a minimum of 75
ma. average rectified current. The
31.7Z6GT is a convenient tube to use
as it will not require a voltage dropping resistor for its filament. The
117L/M7GT rectified section can also
be used when the 117Z6GT is not
available. In the absence of these
tubes, the more common 25Z5, 35Z5,
and similar rectifiers may be used
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equally well by putting in the proper
line resistor.
The filter circuit of the supply will
consist of a resistance capacity network. The plate current is filtered
by one set of condensers and resistors
and the filament current by another.
Since the usual plate voltage used on
these portable circuits is 90 volts, it is
best to design the power supply to
deliver the same potential. This can
be accomplished by selecting the
proper size of filter resistor Ru. With
the half-wave supply, and an input
capacity of about 30 mfd., there will
bo approximately 105 DO volts on
the cathode (with respect to grounded
side of line). This refers to a supply
using a minimum series impedance in
ohms, as shown in Fig. 2. This resistor should be used in all cases to
protect the rectifier tube and set.
With the B output to be 90 volts,
tbe drop across the filter resistor will
be 105 volts—90 volts or 15 volts. If
the plate current drain of the set is
12 ma, the resistor Ri> should equal
15 volts/0.012 or 1250 ohms. The
power
lost in this resistor will be
152/1250 or 0.18 watts. A two watt
resistor should be used. For other
values of plate drain calculate the
correct resistance and power rating.
Filament Filtering
The series dropping resistor Rt for
the filament circuit is determined in
a similar manner. The voltage drop
will be 105—6 or 99 volts. Rf is 99
voIts/0.050A. or 1980 ohms. This is
assuming that the tubes are all 1.4
volt, 50 ma. filaments. If the output
tube is a 3 volt unit, the Rt will be
105—7.6/0.050 or 1950 ohms. The
power rating of these resistors should
be at least 10 watts. Use a sliding
tap resistor for exact adjustment.
Even though the filament circuit
voltage is only 6 to 7.5 volts, the filter
condensers in this section of the supply should be rated at 150 volts DC.
If one of the tube filaments should
open or the filament circuit he disconnected when the supply was on,
the voltage across the last filter condenser would rise to 105 volts and
quickly destroy an filter unit rated at
less than this voltage.
Hum Control
In wiring the power unit, use outlet sockets with the. same, connection
arrangement as employed on the batteries used in the set. The battery
cables may then be plugged in directly. The power cord should be
wired to tho normal set switch. Fig.
3 shows the more common battery offon circuits. One of the circuits formerly switched can be jumped together and the switch used to turn
the power unit off and on.

SERVICE

Service Instructions on
Emerson GA, GA1 Chassis
Four models, G'A439, GA441, GAl439 and GAl-441 use tlie oircuit
shown in the accompanying diagram.
This 6-tube set will be found using
7H7 tube in place of the 6SG7, a TAT
in place of the 6SKT, and a TB6 in
place of the 6SQT. These loctal tube
sets have the same circuit as the one
shown.
The first IF transformer is mounted
on top of the deck next to the loop
antenna and the trimmers are available through the top of the can. The
second IF transformer is mounted
next to the 25L6 power tube. The
trimmers for the antenna and loop
are located on the tuning gang condenser. The front section is the oscillator and the rear tunes the loop.
The wave trap is mounted below the
deck.
KF-IF Alignment
To align the IF end of the set, tune
the gang condenser to high frequency

Service Shortcuts
Zenith 8S463; Squeal when volume
control is beyond middle position is
normally due to open 16 Mfd, condenser No. O 23 and not due to the
volume control being worn.
Zenith TS48T: Set plays weakly.
Look for shorted ,05 condenser from
B+ return of second I.F. to ground.
Zenith 10S589: Phono arm does not
finish complete cycle due to improper
adjustment. Turn clutch adjusting
screw D.P. one half turn.
Zenith 8S44S: Local stations received very strong but distant stations
weak, look for a partial short of .05
condenser by-passing screen of 1232
E. F. tube.
Silvertone 4462Set plays intermittently. All tubes test ok voltage is ok.
Change 6B5.

NOTES

end of the dial and feed a 455 ke.
signal into the grid of the 6SAT tube
through a 0.01 mfd. capacitor. Adjust
the IF transformers for maximum
output. The wave trap is adjusted
by feeding a 455 kc. signal into the
antenna post of the set and adjusting
the trap capacitor for minimum response.
Use Loop
To align the RF end of the set, feed
a 1400 ke. signal into the set with the
dial set for 1400 kc. Use a loop of
wire about one foot in diameter for
the radiating loop on the generator
and keep it about 12 inches from the
loop in the set. Adjust the oscillator
trimmer for peak output and then the
antenna trimmer.
If the loop has been replaced or repaired, it may require tracking with
the oscillator. Set the dial and generator to 600 kc. and move a portion
of the outer turn on the loop to either
side of the center of the winding until
maximum response is obtained. Repeat the trimmer adjustment at 1400
kc.

Stromberg' Begins
Special Promotion
A. P. Scbifino, manager of Sound
system division of Stromberg-Carlson,.
has announced the beginning of an
intensive promotion on the theme of
straight line communication.
"Tell It To Sweeny" is the title of
a new booklet showing how the average
war plant can save money through the
use of "straight line communication"
instead of using only the telephone.
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Today's

Repair Problems
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l ough to gel the right part for Mr. Blank's blanketv-hlauk
old receiver? And him! This war is so total, it's "slmrlcd"
a Jot of civilian production, as you know.

But Ma I lory is doing its level best to help you iu your
important wartime job ... of keeping 'cm listening! One
development started by Mai lory many years ago.. .a program of slandorJlzallon of radio
parts, to make them adaptable to many different receiver models . . . can sure make
your job easier.
Ton 11 snnpiify your parts problems if you ask for standardized Mallory volume controls,
condensers, resistors and other components. Here's why:
1. With interchangeable parts, you can keep y our invenlory ai a minimum.
2, A single standardized part will often do the job in any one of a dozen or more different
types ol receivers.
Lvcn with standardized and interchangeable parts, it still takes ingenuity , . . and information ... to make repairs accurately on the wide variety of
sols you probably have to service. If you're like thousands
of successful servicemen, you'll get the practical information you need from the latest "MYE", the Mallory Radio
Service Encyclopedia.
Approved Precision Products

/-V

/.f
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And if you want a specific, detailed answer to some extratough problem, don't hesitate to ask us for help. Mallory
radio engineers are at your service. Just write our Application Engineering Section, Wholesale Division.
P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc.
INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANA
Cable—PELMALLO
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SERVICE

NOTES

EM output is delivered to a second
7117 IF tube, and then into two 6SJ7
limiter tubes. These limiters are operated with fixed screen volt-age from
dividers. The output of the last limiter feeds the. 6116 discriminator.

jFiW-l*lio»io Com&iitAtion
Service Notes
The E.spey model. 2162 and 2160 is
sold under the trade name Lexington.
This 16-tube chassis is shown in the
accompanying diagram. Model 2160
does not have push-buttons, otherwise
the circuits are the same.
The set has three bands, 42-50 mc.
EM, 9.35-9.9 mc. SW., and 550-1600
kc. The 7IT7 RE stage is fixed timed
on the. SW band as is the 6SA7 converter circuit. These circuits are
peaked to the center of the band and
only the oscillator is tuned over the
actual dial range on the SW channel.
The series band spread system is used
to cover this range-with the high gang
tuning Capacity. The main tuning
condenser has three separate low capacity stator sections for tuning the
EM band. The RE, converter and
oscillator are all tuned on EM.

Tube Set-up
The F.M, AM or phono input, is
selected with switch 5A and introduced into the 6T5 tone control tube.
The: output of the 6J5 is fed to onehalf of the 608 twin triode where the
phase of the audio is reversed and fed
back to the cathode circuit of the 6J5
through the bass and treble controls
which regulate the gain of the tube
at the various frequencies. The audio'
from the 6C8 is introduced into the
second half of the 6G8 acting as a
straight amplifier. A separate chassis
contains the phase inverter and power
output amplifiers also the power supply. Feedback is used in the final amplifier. A 2 meg resistor feeds some
of the, output back into the plate circuit of the phase inverters.
The two AM intermediate frequency
transformers are aligned at 455 kc,
in a conventional manner. The-IE for
EM is 4.3 mc, These transformers
may be aligned by any of the standard
systems.
The push-button "station selector

Twin Limiters
The converter delivers the IE signal
into the EM and AM IF transformers
which are connected in series. The
secondaries, also in series, deliver the
signal to, the 7H7 first IE tube. The
AM output of this tube is coupled to
a 6SQ7 second detector. The triodo
section of this tube is unused. The
7H7 R.F

6SA7 co»v.
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The all-important question as to
what servicemen will be left on the
civilian scene to take care of home
recei vers, if and when the replacement
parts become adequately available, is.
now very much on the minds of the
key men in the industry.
One of the experts, J. J. Kalm of
Standard Transformer Corp., Ohi
cagp, who has been prominent in helping to frame wartime regulations for
the industry,- has analyzed the new
situation and has shaped up a number of suggestions. Highlights of
Mr. Kahn's proposals are presented
herewith.
Obviously, our Administration and
the various divisions of the government consider home radio receiving
sets an essential part of our war program. Efforts have been constantly
made to clarify the problems in procuring materials for the f urther maintenance of those radio sets.
The present program of filling in
the PDIX form on the part of the
jobber will servo to acquaint the War
(Oontinued on page. 44)
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works in the oscillator and converter
grid circuits only. All circuits: are
selected on a single G deck switch. The
A sections are on the front of. the
switch and B at the back, The bandindicating pilot lamps are eon trolled
by deck 3A.
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Including Frequency Modulation—Television, etc.
Inside Information for all Servicemen—Aircraft Pilots, Students.
772 PAGES, 400 DIAGRAMS
is complete—gives Authentic
Principles & Practices in Construction, Operation, Service &
Repairs. Covers clearly and concisely Radio fundamentals—
Ohm's Law—Physics of sound as
related to radio science—Measuring instruments—Power supply—
Resistors—Inductors—Condensers—Transformers and examples
—Broadcasti ng stations—Radio
Telephony—Receivers—Diagrams—Construction—Control
systems—Loud speakers—Antennas—Auto Radio—Phonograph
pickups—Public Address Systems
—Aircraft & Marine Radio—Radio Compass — Beacons — Automatic Radio Alarms—Short Wave
— Coil Calculations—TestingCathode ray oscillographs—Static
Elimination—Trouble Pointers —
Underwriter's standards — Units
&tables. REVIEW QUESTIONS
—Ready Reference Index.
COMPLETE • PAY $1 A MO.
To set this practical information in handy form—Fill in and
— — -MAIL COUPON TODAY- — — — — — —• —
AUDEL,
iblishers;
9 Wosl 23r€l St., Now York
0r
!e
Ma
)EU. NEW RADIOMAM
SI
.
^
send you $1 in 7 days; then remit $1 monthly until $4 Is paid. Otherwise
I will return it.
Name
Address
Occupation.
Reference
—
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Tulie Expert

Thinking Ahead on
Wartime Servicing
iGontinued from page 42)
Production Board with the exact
status of the inventories replacement
parts, and will provide the vehicle
upon which the radio section of the
War Production Board may present
to the various material sections and
requests for allocations of materials
to produce the much talked about
'Victory Lines' of replacement parts
or components.
Suppose that as of today or tomorrow this allocation program was approved by the various departments
within WPB. What next? When I
ask what next, I am pondering over
the problem of manpower to properly
utilize these parts and get them into
the inoperative home receiving sets.
Very bluntly, the continued requests of the Army Air Force for
radio men, the Signal Corps campaigns to enlist radio servicemen, the
Navy's enlistments of qualified radio
men, as well as the draft have fallen
short of their quotas and as well have
left our radio serviceman's market
pretty well depleted of qualified men.
Time Is Precious
This presents, the problem of correlating all the facts, material, and
manpower into one unified program

H. J. MandernacJi has been appointed
sales manager of the replacement tube
section of General Electcic's radio, television and electronic dept. His offices
are at Bridgeport, Conn.
so that the proper servicing may be
accomplished. There are several ways
in which this could be done. One
would be to have the public service
or utility companies handle the servicing of home receivers. My thought,
however, is that for the duration of
the war a mobilization of servicemen,

dealers, and radio parts jobbers,
might answer our problem and keep
the servicing of sets in the field
where it belongs.
The writer is of the opinion that
time saving primarily is the essence
of defeating this difficulty. Experience teaches that the average radio
set can be actually repaired in a matter of a few moments. The greater
portion of time against which charges
are made is the time spent in analyzing the trouble and energy spent in
making the call, and, if necessary,
the transporting back and forth of
that particular receiver to the serviceman's shop.
Our first problem, then, is to save
that delivery time. My plan would
call for the set user to bring his radio
set into the dealer or serviceman's
place of business and after it has been
repaired to pick it np. This might
even mean that 'Mr. John Q. Public'
might have to take his chassis out of
a console cabinet, unless it were in
large combination installations, but
during war times, I don't think that
he could object to this. Today, if a
person wants a receiver to play he
must be made to realize that some discomfort and some effort and energy
must be expended, to save the serviceman's time.
The second problem would be the
establishing of these collection agencies to which the public might bring
{Continued on page 46)

How Adolph Selilckelgrubcr Builds a Radio

r

Pictures shown here are representative of German military
radio apparatus. The photos were made available through the
courtesy of Frederick S. Barton of the British Air Commission at Washington. The nagged construction, good quality of
materials and compact layout, were Interesting features
pointed out hy Mr. Barton, who infers that cnnrent German
military radio equipment Is of relatively old design, probably
44

about 1835. He comments also that the equipment seems very
heavy and cumbersome. At left is the P.U.CS.-IO direction
Under and marker beacon receivers for the blind approach
system. At right Is a top view of the P.W.G.-IO tnnlng unit,
with old style variometer for matching the antenna. See also
page 4(5.
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Wartime Servicing
{Continued from page 44)
tbcir sets. We know the average
serviceman who has a shop is so busy
these days that it may take some time
to get around to actually perform
some operations on the receiver. These
servicernen or individual shops should
effect a mobilization and concentration of the remaining technical skill
into an organization such as the local
parts jobber wherein all service work
could be done by those consolidated
servicemen. The service dealer's store
would then act as the media through
which the receiver was delivered by
the public and then turned over In
quantities to this master servicing organization. .By having the actual
servicing done within the parts jobber's establishment, it would salvage
the time generally required by the
average serviceman to run down and
pick up one specific type of tube or
One or two other miscellaneous parts
that would go into the service
work for that particular day. Bear
in mind that in order to expedite
manpower, time is the one element
that can be saved.
When these sets arc delivered to the
master service organization or the

parts jobber, it would then be turned
over to a master diagnostician who
could in most instances tell within a
few ininntes just what is the difficulty.
But if diagnosis is extra difficult, the
set could then be turned over to one
man that would be termed in the
vernacular as a "piddler," the kind of
an individual who has enough patience and knowledge to sit down and
trace out the circuit and find out just
what is wrong. Upon completion of
the job, the radio service dealer would
then pick up the sets to be taken back
to his store or the user could pick
them up at the master servicing eslablishmcnt.
Scrap Angle.
The above suggested plan would
also facilitate the reclamation or salvaging of used and defective parts.
The Radio Section of WPP> has asked
that some plan be presented to effect
t he most general salvaging of such defective units, and if the above plan
were accepted as a standard practice
for the duration, the salvaging of materials would be thus effected in the
most, important link in the chain of
returning those strategic materials to
the melting pot. The question of
salvaging is to develop directly in

proportion to the proximity of our receiving material allocations and must,
therefore, be considered as one of the
salient elements of the above plan.
Many jobbers throughout the country
have already been affected by the
shortages reviewed here. Many jobbers have already converted to a plan
coinciding in principle with the
above-mentioned dnlline in cities such
as Prftsburg, Pcima; Moline, Illinois;
Benver, Colorado; Oakland, California; and Long Beach, California. In
the middle West, two other distributors have written their servicemen accounts obtaining their reactions to a
plan very similar in nature and outlining to them the necessity of action
being taken promptly. It would pe
well, therefore, that the parts distributing groups consider this phase
as an industry problem.
As time goes on our service problem
is going to become increasingly acute
and if we expect materials to be freed
by the cooperation of WPB, we must
also find some way of "unfreezing"
the manpower so that these materials
may be used advantageously.
Lot us try to think ahead of the
manpower problem in radio service
and have our own program well established.

More of Adolpit's Ideas on Uadio Design
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Above ik the i'MJ.G.-lfi (rnnsmitter for Gemtnn flRhter plniic.
It luis tin ontpnt of iibotit — '/<■ waits nnrt a fretjiueney rang-e
of 2,S> to 3.5 inc. Upper left, the power unit Incluillng' rectllier
anO filter circuits for the snme transmitter. At the lower
left, the aerial set controller ami Interphone switch box for
P.U.G.-IO trnnsnittfer.
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GE Sends Customers
to Shops with Plaque
Starting on Dee. 1, radio network
audiences will be urged to take their
radio repair jobs to stores displaying
the General Electric Radio Service
Pledge Plaque. Erazier Hunt, cele^
brated news analyst, will give this advice on a 51-station network, plus 8
EM stations, and thus will bring the
attention of millions to GE's wartime
authorized shops.
The plaque, which is an eye-catching job 20 in. by 19 in. for counter
or wall, comes to dealers (along with
other free identifying display material) who pledge to (1) Give expert
and efficient service, (2) Charge fair
prices and itemize all bills, aiid (3)
Guarantee the work. Other qualifications are: a. The service account
must be set-up to render efficient
radio service. In Order to do this, he
necessarily must possess modern test
and repair equipment, b. He must
be; qualified to render satisfactory service on all makes and types of radios
and radio-phonograph combinations.
c. He must stock an adequate supply
of standard radio parts, including
genuine General Electric parts, and
d. Since he will be listed under the
sign of the G-E Electronic Radio
Tube, and/or will display the Fledge
Plaque, he must stock G-E Electronic
Tubes for use in his service work.
Those who qualify can show the
Plaque in their stores and also will
be listed under GE's Classified Telephone Book Headings in towns over
50,000. The public will be told to refer to these telephone directories, in
the GE broadcasts and in ads in national magazines. In towns under
50,000, dealers may still get the
Plaque if they qualify uder the plan.
IVew Resistor Color
Code Chart Ready
Now available free to radio servicemen is a new Color Code Resistor
Card, issued by Sylvania Electric
Products, Inc. The card is in handy
pocket size, and gives full data on
A, IB, C and D color markings, RMA
standard. It is offered at a time when
wartime conditions require many revisions in circuits, and resistor values
are needed frequently.
The cards come from Sylvania jobbers, or by writing directly to Sylvania News, Emporium, Pa.
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Simply a plug-in capacitor. True. The
fact that flerovox spent months perfecting tKe corrosion-proof base is
beside the point Here. Likewise that
such capacitors—in the electrolytic,
wax-filled and oil-filled types—are
standard in vital wartime equipment.
The vital point is that this capacitor
symbolizes "The shape of things to
come." The plug-in feature denotes
ready checkup and replacement.
That in turn signifies continuous,
gruelling, accelerated-wear service
that wears out the best capacitors
in months instead of in years under
usual operating conditions. Just as
the demountable rim wheel marked
the transition of the automobile

COME...

from Sunday pleasure rides to everyday essential transportation, so this
plug-in capacitor spells an infinitely
expanded usage of radio technique,
radio components, radio man-power.
Our first job is to win the war.
flerovox is now concentrated on just
that. And while tens of thousands of
radio men are engaged in waging this
war, gaining invaluable training and
experience and, indeed, compressing
decades of normal progress into as
many years, so we at flerovox are
helping lay the foundation for greatly
expanded radio and electronic opportunities in the coming days of
peace. Thus "the shape of things to

■AaJZ. QMSL UoiJt&L , . .

Zenith Director
Named Civilian Aide
Irving R. Allen, member of the
board of directors of Zenith Radio
Corp., has been appointed as Civilian
Aide to the Secretary of War for the
State of Illinois, for a four year
period.
RADIO Retalii>i(| TODAY, November, 1942

Ask for your free subscription to the monthly Aerovox Research
Worker, in order to keep abreast of radio and electronic developments.
Ask for copy cI lbe new Victory" catalog. Or write as direct. '
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Service

Needs

Selling

Texas repairman finds a follow-up method that works

Paid service calls, reasoned W. J.
Inman, owner of Inman Radio Shop,
2005 Pacific Avenue, Dallas, are the
success secret of any radio retailer,
especially so since December 7 and the
subsequent scarcity of new sets to sell.
"While the service end of our business has assumed greater importance
than ever," said Inman, "I realized,
in making plans to develop it, that the
one-time customer wouldn't help me
in building my business; radios
like all other mechanical accessories
to man's comfort and convenience, require periodical checking and repair
so I proposed to do it all for every customer I secured—not just the first
time but every time they needed a
radio man."
Following Vp Jobs
A clever follow-up letter is the principal means of keeping his customers
happy and coming back to him when
in need of radio work. The letter, of
a form nature, but individually typed,
calls attention to the fact that Inman
serviced the customer's radio (type
given) on a certain date some six to
eight weeks previous. Then it reads:
"This is not just a courtesy letter for
we are enlisting your aid in keeping
our service the finest obtainable. You
can help us do this by calling R-3633
if this set is not operating to your entire satisfaction," It closes with a

INMAN RADIO SHOP
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Here's <he type o£ follow-np letter ttsed
last year and still jrluingr Mr, lumnn
sood results.

request for the owner's cooperation
and a desire to serve him again.
"We keep an accurate file on all
service calls," declared Inman, "and
the secretary spends whatever time is
necessary each day to write and get
out letters addressed to those names in
the back file from six to seven or eight
weeks back. We vary the exact time
due to the type of job indicated on
the file card,"

While the letter is an inquiry regarding the operation of the set and
indicates another service call will, if
necessary, be made without charge, its
real purpose is to keep in close touch
with the radio owner. If a response
comes in asking for a service call to
check up on the work performed the
first time, Inman sends a man on it
who does conscientiously cheek the
former work and, if necessary, adjusts
it satisfactorily. However, the repeat
call usually brings to light an actual
need for other work or parts, Inman
points out, thus making it a profitable one.
Rechecks ami Sales
"We don't try to sell the owner something every time we call at his home,"
Inman asserted. "I realize that the
general public, usually ignorant of
what makes a radio function, is suspicious of any attempt to honestly improve his set's functioning so I instruct my men to be especially careful
in how they tell an owner that additional work or parts or both are needed
to make his radio work properly.
Usually, if the owner is agreeable, we
take the time to demonstrate how
much better the radio works with the
suggested new parts in it; of course,
if the set has stopped completely and
needs a trip into the shop, there is no
argument about it in tbe owner's
mind."

Equipped for Wartime Business

A section of the service bench of LeRoy Sherman, Carthage, N. Y., repairman, where
plenty of older sets are showing np because Carthage folks can't buy new oneft.

The Charts Hit
the Spot
Editor, Radio Retailing Today:
Some time ago. Rajmo Today published a chart showing the allocation
of all the radio channels. This chart
was printed in color, and you also
printed a piano keyboard showing the
audible frequency range.
Since becoming a radio instructor
here I have searched high and low
among the old copies of your magazine for said chart. But to no avail.
It would be one of the best training
aids along this line I have seen.
Is there any possibility of obtaining
several copies of said chart, or could
you tell me where I could buy perhaps an even larger size?
Sgt. Chaney,
H. Q. Battery, 89th Division,
Camp Carson, Colo.
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New Booklets
Aerovox Corp., New Bedford, Mass.
has issued three "Research Workers"
bulletlus on "Taking Complete A.F.
Amplifier Data," "Amplitude Modulation" and "High Efficiency R.F. Amplifiers," respectively.

f

Polder P from E. P. Johnson Co.,
Waseca, Minn, describes and illustrates
the new No. 267 Viking steatite insulated socket for miniature tubes. For
information on the complete Viking
products line, write for Catalog 967P.

Mit

Ward Leonard Bulletin 69, gives
specification, illustrations and diagrams of 4 in. pressed steel rheostats.
Can be obtained without charge from
Ward Leonard Elec, Co., Mt. Vernon,
N. Y.
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TURNER U9-S
OFFERS 4 IMPEDANCES
A twist of the switch 3i*es
you 50-200-500 ohms or hiimpedance. U9-S is a ruggedly constructed dynamic that
docs the job of 4 mikes.
Adjustable to semi- or nondirectional operation, with a
level of —52DB at hi-impedance. Response free from
peaks and holes from 40 to
9000 cycles.

JPD Mfg. Co., 4111 Ft. Hamilton
Pkwy, Brooklyn, N. Y. have issued a
revised price list showing items requiring preference rating and those
that can be ordered freely.
Westlnghouse Blec'I. & Mfg. Co. has
prepared a booklet to help men and
women employees wind up their civilian affairs before entering the service.
Topics discussed include installment
purchases, insurance, allowances for
dependents, income taxes, mortgages,
rent, voting and post-war status. This
booklet R-1032A will be sent on request.

TURNER
Microphones
Give Crystal-Clear Reproduction
Where intelligible communications are a must
Turner Microphones will do the Job, clearly
and concisely. Constructed to withstand heavy
duty under all acoustic and climatic conditions,
you can be SURE with a Turner. Each Turner
Microphone is given an individual sound pressure test over the entire audio band before
leaving the factory — your assurance of complete satisfaction.

"Looking Ahead with Kelvlnator"—
a new 24-page colored brochure is being released to all appliance retailers
to acquaint them with the war production program undertaken hy NashKelvinator Corp. and also the company's wartime position, philosophy
and policies.
Raytheon Sales
Office Transferred
A. E. Akeroyd, manager of Replacement Sales for Raytheon, reports that
this department has been transferred
from New York to the factory at 55
Chapel St., Newton, Mass.
It is felt that better handling of various inquiries relative to replacement
and transmitting tube shipments can
be extended from that point.

TURNER NO. 101 CARD101D
CUTS OUT BACKGROUND NOISE
The 2-element generator offers true cardioid characteristics, with the best features of both dynamic and
velocity. Highly sensitive to sounds originating in front
of the mike, it's dead in the rear. Available in Standard,
De Luxe and Broadcast models.
IF YOU HAVE A PRIORITY RATING.
can help you
aelect the Turner Microphone best suited to your need*.
Ask, too. lor information on how to make your present
Turner mike and equipment give you longer, better
service.
FREE

Buy IT. S.

Write For NEW T
"fner Microphone Catalog and Service Manual

Crystals Licensed Under Patents of the Brush Development Co.
War Bonds
and

Stamps

TURNER HAN-D
HAS LOW FEEDBACK
In either dynamic or crystal,
Han-D gives exceptionally
dear voice reproduction without blasting from close speaking. Feedback is surprisingly
low. Fits the hand, can be
mounted on standard desk or
floor stand or hung by hook.
Positive contact slide switch
permits push-to-talk operation.

I

*He TURNER
S 77

°
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TURNER L-40-3H
FREES BOTH HANDS
Here's the unit for ail call
systems, police cars, sports
announcing. "Third Hand"
holds the special L-40 mike
close to the mouth, giving
tremendous volume without
feedback. Third Hand is
light in weight and gooseneck adjusts to any position.
A low-cost efficient unit.

Wartime Service Program
by Zenith
©HMllTI
0leMAtivnce

are built for long
trouble-free service

After an exhaustive national inventory of radio service facilities and
a survey of the key geographic points
in which "backbone" radio service
stations should be maintained for the
war years, the Wartime Service Plan
of the Zenith Radio Corp. has been
.set in operation throughout the U. S.
Service shops, to qualify for appointment as Authorized. Stations,
were required to fill these qualifications :
(1) A good reputation for fair and
ethical dealings in their community,
(2) A proper organization of trained
personnel, (3) Adequate test, equipment, (4) A. willingness to use the
factory's, original replacement parts
and tubes, (A) A definite plan for securing business through proper advertising and promotion, (6) A systematic, well organized physical setup for efiicjent fast handling of repairs, and (7) A willingness to service, sets for Zenith radio owners and
those dealers not possessing servicing
facilities*

Indicating the scope of this plan,
the kit materials sent to each Authorized Station includes all of these;
identification window transfer. Zenith
service shop notes, service and parts
operating manual, displays for window and counters, handbills, inside
authorization sign, newspaper ad
mats, direct mail post cards, tube
price lists, tube characteristic booklet,
tube wall chart, and consumer giveaway booklets on "Wartime Care for,
Your Radio."
Millions Covered
To be credited for "this impressive
answer to a wartime problem troubling radio dealer and radio owner
alike" are; the Zenith executives J. J.
.Nance. 0. E. Wolf, II. W, Blakeslee,
Frank Smolek and IST. TL Terwilliger.
The company estimated that the
average, radio owner had his, set serviced once every three years, and went
on to say that "the average service
fee is $4 and on that basis about 16,000,0O0 sets went in for repairs in
1041. and realized a gross income of
some $64,000,000 for retailers- This

Send for FREE Ohmite
Stock-Unit Cotalog
No. 18. Very handy
for qu:ck reference.
The extras built into Ohmite Resistance Units make them electrically and physically fit for the
toughest service. That is why
you find these rugged units so
widely used everywhere — in
planes, tanks and ships — in communications and electronic
equipment—in research and production — in training centers and
industrial plants. It's well worth
remembering, when you build
original equipment or make vital
replacements—ioday and tomorrow.
- --—i
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Send 10c jor handy Ohmite Ohm's
Law Calculator. Helps you figure
ohms, watts, volts, amperes—quickly,
easily.

CHANNALYST
50-Q 50 METE
m

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4S72 Flournoy Street, Chicago, U. S. A.
^voht ^
©CHIMDTI
Rheostats Resistors
TapSwitches
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year it is expected that 20,000,000 to
22,000,000 sets "will need servicing,
thus upping gross income to $80,000,000 or $88,000,000. Zenith wants its
dealers to be in a position to get their
proper share of this business."
Radio Pioneers Reward
Outgoing Officers
At the latest meeting of the Radio
Pioneers of Southern California held
at the Mayfair Hotel, Los Angeles,
George Tivy, outgoing president, was
presented with the traditional gold
ring, bearing the Radio Pioneers insignia. Carl Stone is the new president.
Jack Perlmuth, outgoing secretary,
was presented with a handsome desk
ornament for the work he did for the
Pioneers as secretary during the past
five years. Mr. Perlmuth is now a
viee-pres. and Garratt Arnold is secretary.
At the same meeting it was decided
to hold the Annual Christmas HiJinks this year, as usual, in the latter
part of December.
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GOULD-TEX
Recording

Blanks

Since steel base blanks may no longer be secured, our GOULDTEX line is being presented through our regular RecorDisc distributors, GOULD-TEX blanks employ an improved surface coating on a newly developed, non-priority composition base, the approximate thickness of ordinary phonograph records. These new
RecorDiscs possess inherent reproduction qualities comparable to
any of the former steel base blanks.
Consumer promotion and the consistent performance of our
products have built favorable acceptance for RecorDisc—and now
that we can deliver our regular bond base
nM1!!1~ '
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mediate delivery.
Dealer promotions can feature new
mailing cartons for 6]/% inch bond
base or GOVLD-TEX blanks. Requiring only 1 Vv, cents postage,
these cartons will send recordings
safely ... anywhere. They are
available printed with provision for
addressing and return address.
Prices on application.

Octave BInke of Cornell-Dubllicr
The opening of a new Cornell-DubiHer plant for the manufacture of
capacitors, which was equipped, staffed
and placed in operation in record
time, is announced by Octave Blake,
president. It has been financed completely by the company and without
government assistance, and is expected
to relieve some of the pressure under
which the other three C-D production
units have been working, to supply
the needs of the industry and the
armed forces.

and these new GOULD - TEX blanks in
quantity, "Record Making" sales should
bring you welcome profits.
RecorDisc "Snapshots in
Sound" are available at your
local distributor . . . for im-

' Ct/ftP.
jw£ /v
y
mofiom
Cable .Address
395 BROADWAY
RECORDISC
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Messages must go
+hrough. And it's a tar cry from
the carrier pigeon to two-way radio
.eommunicatlon equipment.

CJe&c/W'VGtoe
MICROPHONES
engineered to withstand the rough
usages of modern wqrtare, are
important factors in the maintenance of essential communication
facilities.
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PROTEfTO-FLAP
kf,

PEERLESS

5^^

Uniquely designed, Peerless Albums offer
SO much more to the consumer that sales
resistance is at a minimum. Ask about
the regular Proteclo-Flap (not shown),
the DeLuxe Library Edition (right, top),
and ihe Protectoview (right,lower),all with
the exclusive crashproof Proteclo-Flap,
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PEEKIESS IIBEII
38-42 West 2l8t Street

f#.,
inc.
]Vew York City

Tube Shortage
Is Acute
Tabulations taken in the "national
tube inventory" organized by the National Electronic Distributors Association showed "a surprising shortage
o£ tubes," After reports from 350 jobbers and two of the biggest mail order
chains had been added up, the total
turned out to be less than three million tubes, about one-third of which
were "shelf warmers."^
The tube count was headed up by
George Barbey of NBDA, who is working overtime with officials at Washington in helping to get the shortage
straightened out The War Production
Board subsequently asked NEDA to
submit a special tube application form
but action on the form was held up
because officials were considering a
change in the PD-1X application form
instead.
WPB also asked NEDA to furnish
additonal information on the PD-1X
applications for tubes. The new policy at Washington was to allot a definite number of tubes of each type.
Also, because the A-l-j priority assigned on recent PD-1X applications
will not release certain types of tubes,
"WPB planned to assign different priorities for the different types. NEDA
described this as very close to rationing.
Meanwhile, NEDA has sent to jobbers complete recommendations for
using PD-1X, and advises distributors
to stick to these. Mr, Barbey is also
continuing his work of making detailed Interpretations of other new
orders coming out of Washington, and
will continue to send advice to jobbers in bulletin form as quickly as the
fast-changing picture can be analyzed.
V. S. Treasury
"Bull's Eye" for Walsco
A "Bull's Eye" flag now waves over
the plant of the Walter L. Schott Co.,
Beverly Hills, Calif., presented by the
U. S. Treasury Dept., as a reward for
100 per cent of their employees buying
War Bonds through the Payroll Allotment Plan.
Not only is 10 per cent of the employees regular pay deducted and converted into War Bonds, but through a
unique plan requested by the employees, an excess of up to 25 per cent
of all overtime pay checks also goes
toward buying War Bonds.
Insiiline Moves
The Insuline Corp. of America has
acquired a large modern factory at
36-02 35th Avenue in D. I- City. N. Y.
The vastly enlarged space and facilities put this company in a position to cooperate more closely with
governmental departments and prime
contractors in the manufacture of
electronic and aircraft products.
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Vaeth Elee. Co., Utica; John D. Sullivan, Syracuse Radio Supply Co., Syracuse: Harold Dare, Dare's Radio Service, Auburn; Stewart W. Smith, Syracuse; B. N. Green, Federal Radio
Supply Co., Binghamton; George C.
Isham, Sylvania, Rodman; George D.
Bar bey, Reading. Pa,

tries Division of the New York and
Brooklyn Federations of Jewish Charities, it has been announced by Ben
Gross, chairman of the division, Mr.
Gross is head of Gross Distributors,
Inc. of New York. The dinner will he
held at the Hotel Commodore on
Thursday, December 3, at 6:30 p.m.
The three men are Henry Benjamin,
of Davega-City Radio, Inc.; Max Kassover, of Vim Radio & Sporting Goods
Stores, Inc.; and Jules Smith of Davega-City Radio, Inc. Regularly, the
dinner is a $100-a-ticket affair, but
this year's event will be an exception,
as Mr. Gross points out that "this is
not a year for parties."

Three to be Honored
at Annual Dinner
A trio of pioneers in radio's industry-wide philanthropic activity will be
honored at the annual dinner of the
Radio, Refrigerator & Allied Indus-

iMI
ft, E. Burrows lias been i»laced In charge
of sales promotion for the receiver division of the radio, television and electronic department of General Electric.
Bridgeport, Conn., is his headquarters.
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Sylvania Promotions
Earn National Award
Dealers and servicemen who have
noticed the wartime themes used by
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., in its
promotional items and direct mail
pieces made available to the trade,
will be interested to know that Sylvania has received an award for this
work. The Direct Mail Advertising
Association has named the tube manufacturer as one of the 50 direct mail
leaders of the U. S. for the past year.
Such promotions as blackout buttons, a First Aid index, and posters
and cards for selling War Bonds and
Stamps have been issued by Sylvania
to dealers and servicemen. The award
for the campaign was made to Henry
C. L. Johnson, advertising manager.
Upstate NEBA Chapter
Elects
At a meeting of the N. Y. Upstate
Chapter of the National Electronic
Distributors Association, at Syracuse,
N. Y., election of officers for 1942-43
was held, and Anthony Dybowski
elected president. Annette Kater was
named secretary-treasurer.
Those present were: A. C. Stallman,
J. Scott Burdin, Paul P. Loveless and
Earl Stebbins, all of Stallman of
Ithaca; Oscar Miller, Radio Equip Co.,
Buffalo; A. J. Dybowski, R. G. Clements, Dymac, Inc., Buffalo; G, C.
LeRay, Joe Marsey, Beaucaire, Inc.,
Rochester: Jerry Kropt, Ed Masline,
Masline Radio Parts, Rochester; M.
E. Schifino, A. D. Lamphier, Annette
Kater, Rochester Supply Co., Rochester; W. E. Berndt, Syracuse; P.
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TO HELP WIN
THE war
Today, »he 36-years of
Skill and experience that
pioneered and developed
the "QUANTlTY-plov
QUALITY" manufacture
of BRACH products, are
directed exclusively to-

RAC

ward serving our armed
forces on their road to
Victory.

'^9
L. S. BlUfH MFG. fORP.
World's Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Radio Aerial Systems
55-65 DICKERSON STREET • NEWARK, N. J.
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RESTRICTIONS
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RECORDING

ON
DISCS

COMMERCIAL

As a radio parts distributor, you
can still get your regular supplies of Presto Recording Discs
onanA-3 preference rating using
the PDlX application form.
Distributors are not restricted
in their sales and may transfer
recording discs without preference ratings. The purchase of
cutting and playing needles requires no preference rating.
Good wartime items for you,

SALES
TO

USERS

immediate shipment, quick turnover, active demand. Renew your
stock today.
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World's Largost Manufacturer* of fnstantaneous Sound Recording Equipment and Discs

. . . and we have
earned them the hard way
too, majoring in electrical research ihruout our 47 years
. . . Thordarson engineers
have always been ahead of
new developments . . . that is
why you will find, both in military and civilian use, engineers specifying Thordarson
transformers for that vital Job
where unfailing performance
is paramount.
Submit your transformer
problems to Thordarson Engineers . . , they know how
to solve them.

ThordarsoK
ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
500 WEST HURON ST., CHICAGO, RMNOIS
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Don G. Mitchell
Don G, Mitchell, widely known sales
expert, has been named by Sylvaaia
Electric Products Inc., as vice president in charge of sales, according to
word from the Sylvania executive vice
president, W. E. Poor, The office is a
new one at Sylvania; it has been
established to plan and direct the merchandising and distribution of all the
firm's products.
Mr. Mitchell previously held a similar post with the Pepsi-Cola Co., directing sales during the period of its
remarkable growth. Prior to that, he
had been with the American Can Co.
Sylvania's production is now almost
100 per cent war work, but it is expected that the wartime products will
open up large new consumer fields
after the war.
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Another Wiiy to
Help Victory
In current bulletins sent out to the
trade. General Electric presents "an
opportunity to you GE radio dealers
and servicemen to help America's war
effort and you own future." The suggestion is that radio men should contact "any young man who wants to
prepare himself for a future in Electranics," and advise him that there is
no better opportunity for training than
in the Signal Corps of the United
States Army.
It is pointed out that the radio
industry now helps the Signal Corps to
get the men it needs, the ranks of
trained men will be a big asset to
developing the industry after the war.
The bulletin is accompanied by a
reprint of the striking GE ad which is
headed "Men Wanted for the Signal
Corps of the U. S. Army!"
RADIO RetaUing TODAY, Aovemher, 1JM2
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CO much publicity has been given to the steel, machine tool, automo^ live, aircraft and other industries, telling of their part in the war
effort, that it is doubtful if the radio trade realizes the big and vital
job done by its own manufacturers—electronic and radio.
This story, one of the truly great chapters of the war record, will be
featured in the January issue of RADIO RETAILING TODAY.
Keeping within the bounds of censorship yet giving a vivid picture of
radio at war, Caldwell-Clements will inventory and illustrate the war
activities of companies that are normally engaged in peacetime radio
production—sets, tubes, components and parts.
A Double Tle-ln for Manufacturers
1—"Tell all" about your war contribution in larger space,
using special copy and pictures.

CALDWELL CLEMENTS, INC.
480 Lexington Avenue, New York
Telephone Plaza 3-1340
201 North Wells Street, Chicago
Telephone Randolph 9225
Publishers of

• 1 *1'
Member, Audit Bureau of Circulations

2—Take advantage of the extra circulation of this issue by
sending us complete lists of your distributors, branch
managers. Reps, etc. in order that we may send them
copies of this Radio Industry at War Report Number.
Despite great interest on the part of the government, the radio industry and the trade, the various phases of radio war production (Army,
Navy, Air Corps, War Production Board, OPA, etc.) have never been
brought together in a single issue of any publication. Therefore,
copies of the January Report Number will be sent to high ranking officials of the Signal Corps, the Navy Bureau of Ships, the War Production Board and many other branches of the government.
A special staff of editors is at work in the field assembling the material
from government sources and key plants.
These articles will furnish a broad background for your individual
story. Be sure to tell it with adequate space and with emphasis on
pictorial presentation.
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How to Gel the
Best Service from
Your
sw
Microphone

Are you intimately acquainted
with your Microphone? Shure
Brothers have prepared an interesting four color booklet,
called "Long Live Your Microphone", There are sixteen pages
of valuable information about
Crystal, Dynamic and Carbon
Microphones. "Pointers" on
Feedback, Cable, Plugs, Service
and other practical matters.
This data is based on statistics
gathered in the Shure Service
Department.
One of these booklets will tell
you how to keep your Microphone in "fighting trim".
Bulletin 173R
SHURE BROTHERS
Designers and Manufacturers of
Microphones and Acoustic Devices
225 West Huron Street, Chicogo, Illinois

Fourth Award
to Phileo Plants
Flying above the plant of the Simplex Radio Div, of Phileo Corp., Sandusky, Ohio, is the Army-Navy "E"
flag which was presented with appropriate ceremonies by Colonel John H.
Gardner, director. Signal Corps Aircraft Signal Service, Wright Field,
Dayton, Ohio, and accepted by Fleming Johnson, plant manager.
President James T. Buckley also announced the award of the "E" flag to
the Chicago Div. for outstanding
achievement in war production. Formal presentation will be. made by
Army and Navy officials at special
ceremonies.
The company's Storage Battery Division at Trenton, N. J., also received
the Army-Navy flag recently, coinciding with Philco's 50th anniversary
celebration.
Rear Admiral Wat T. Cluverius,
•USN, made the Trenton presentation
to M. W, Heinritz, general manager,
George Demp and Max Hart, oldest
Phileo employees. It was witnessed
by Army & Navy offiicals, a color
guard from Ft. Dix and 1,000 employees and friends.
Originally established in 1892 to
manufacture storage batteries, Phileo
celebrated its 50th birthday converted
100 per cent to war work. It is producing communications equipment for
tanks, airplanes and ships, shells, fuzes
and heavy-duty storage batteries.
Twenty Year Club
Started
Erskine-Healy, Inc., Rochester, N. Y.,
electrical appliance distributors, have
inaugurated a "Twenty Year Service
Club" with a dinner party at the local
Hotel Hayward. The entire organization and friends, fifty of them, were
guests of Donald Erskine, President,
W. P. Ward, Vice President and Mr.
Ray F. Healy, Secretary and Treasurer.
Members of the Twenty Year Club
are George J. Braim, Anthony L.
Scheible and Kenyon Raby. Next year
three more members will be eligible for
the Club.
Westliighoiisc "Mereliandising" Gets New Name
The "Merchandising" division of
Westinghouse Elee. & Mfg. Co. has
been renamed "Electric Appliance"
divison, according to an announcement by J. H. Ashbaugh, manager.
The change has been made because
the new name better describes the
manufacturing facilities at both Mansfield, Ohio, and Springfield, Mass.,
plants, and when peacetime production is resumed after the war, the
name will suggest the kind of business
carried on—that of building electrical
appliances to meet future needs.
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Whln you makl up
NEXT YEAR'S SCHEDULE
Tem.etn.hcT
THESE TWO

DIRECTORIES
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REACHING the responsible electronic engineers, executives and production
heads in all radio-electronic manufacturing
plants; all communications services and
all known users of industrial electronic
equipment.

ODBOOK
ana
TRADE
director''

BLANKETING the parts and radio jobbers,
home and auto radio servicemen, representatives, sound specialists, radio buyers of department stores, radio-music
merchants and other key dealers.
COMPLETE COVERAGE
WITHOUT DUPLICATION
ALDWEL'.-CLEMENTS nc.
480 Lexington Avenue, New York
Telephone PLazo 3-1340
201 N. WELLS STREET
CHICAGO
Telephone Randolph 9225
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Experts Named for Electronics Expediting Agency
Frederick R. Lack, former Western
Electric radio head, has been appointed
to a newly created position as Director
of the Army-Navy Electronics Expediting Agency.
Mr, Lack will work under Lieutenant
General Brehon G. Somervell, of the
Army Services of Supply, and Vice
Admiral Samuel M. Robinson in charge
of the Navy Department's procurement
and production. He will coordinate
and supervise all Army and Navy activities in production expediting of
communications and radio. Major General Roger B. Colton, Chief of the Signal Supply Services, and Captain Jennings Dow in charge of the Radio and
Sound Branch of the Bureau of Ships,
will cooperate with Mr. Lack as associate directors.
Major General Colton has named
four experts as technical consultants
to his staff—RMA president Paul V.
Galvin of Motorola; D. H. O'Brien of
Graybar Electric; B. W. Ritter of Corning Glass; and Dr. L. M. Hull of Aircraft Radio Corp.
Michigan NEDA
in War Meeting
A highly successful meeting of the
Michigan Chapter of National Electronic Distributors Assn. was held
Nov. 3 at the Detroit Leland Hotel.
PD-1X procedures were discussed,
along with arrangements for swaping
merchandise between members where
one was short on one product and had
plenty of another.
A resolution was passed approving a
plan to turn in old parts (for scrap)
when new ones were purchased.
Present officers were unanimously
re-elected for the coming year—George
Wedemeyer, Regional Director; C. T.
Ferguson, Chairman; and "Molly"
Williams, secretary.
Those present included: C. T. Ferguson, Ferguson Radio Supply Co.;
Don Norton & Molly Williams, Radio
Specialties Co.; Mr. Smith, M. N.
Duffy Co. all of Detroit; A1 Rissi,
Rissi Bros., Detroit & Grand Rapids;
C. E. Philpot, Radio Tube Merchandising Co., Flint; Harold King, Wholesale Electronic Parts, Pontiac; Gordon
Fulton, Fulton Radio Supply, Jackson;
Floyd Reason, Electric Prods. Sales,
and Mr. Offenhauer, Offenhauer Co.,
both of Lansing; George Wedemeyer,
Wedemeyer Radio Co., Ann Arbor and
Battle Creek.
Re|> Finishes Off a
Decade of Sales
Fred Ellinger, of the Ellinger Sales
Co., Chicago, celebrated last month 10
years as sales representative for Aerovox condensers. Mr. Ellinger's territory Includes parts of Wisconsin, Illi-

nois, Indiana, Iowa and Nebraska,
where he has a wide acquaintance
among jobbers, set manufacturers and
users of industrial condensers. He
and his brother Bill, who is also a
rep, are constant travellers in the
area, as they are strong believers in
the "personal contact" method of
selling.
Kraiitter in New
Ad Post
It has been announced by William Z.
Burkhart, president of Stockton, West,

Burkhart, Inc., a Cincinnati advertising agency, that L. Martin Krautter
has been appointed Vice President and
Account Executive.
Mr. Krautter formerly was manager
of advertising and sales promotion for
the Crosley Corp., and previously had
10 years experience in creative and
executive posts In the advertising
business. He has served on the advertising committee of the Radio
Mfrs. Association, the refrigeration
section of the National Electrical Mfrs.
Association, and the Modern Kitchen
Bureau.
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HELP THE WAR EFFORT..
HELP YOUR PROFIT BALANCE!
Right now ... on the pages important, these are the
of leading industrial and buyers with priorities enab'
managerial publications . . . ling them to purchase
are appearing BELfone ads BELfone equipment now.
telling your sales story to We're doing our best to help
your customers. Live, inter- you fill your orders as quickested prospects are produced ly as possible. We've built a
by these ads—prospects who new plant that nearly
make the most profitable doubles our productive cabuyers. These are the execu- pacity and are working extra
tives and department heads hours at top-speed.
of firms straining to meet All this makes the present,
war-time production sched- today, the time to go after
ules, firms which will b.—
^=^=jl increased business.
welcome the timeQl
Write us at once ask/BELL?
saving aid that BELing for details. We're
SOUtfD
lone can give. Most c^/C
working with you.
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Pentode Load Lines

Sylvania Plants
Receive ''E" Award
Rear Admiral Cbas. \V. Fisher,
Director of Shore Kstablishments,
U.S.N., has made the presentation of
the Army-Navy "E" flag to Sylvania
Electric Products, Inc., Emporium, Fa.
employees axxci plants.
President B. G. Erskinc received the
flag and an employee representative
was awarded the token "E" pin from
Col. W. S. Diener, C.O., Central Office
Penna. District, Internal Security
Board.
Master of Ceremonies, Quentin Reynolds, introduced the guests and notables, which included Lieut. Gen. J. T.
McNarney, Deputy Chief of Staff, U. S.
Army, who gave a tribute to Sylvania
and Emporium.
In the announcement of the award by
Hon. James Forrestal, Under Secretary
of the Navy, the employees and plants
were congratulated for their fine
achievement in war production work
and "for making a record which has
been made only to be broken,"

WVM

Correct load resistance Is very Imjiortunt in pentode nmplifiers. Line drawn
for 7,000 oiinis is eorreet value on diagram shown. The proper load resistance is the one which gives equal plate
current swings above and below average value when grid voltage is varied
equal nmounls above and below the
bins value.

Bendix Elects
Secy-Trcas
W. J. Reuscher has been appointed
Secretary-Treasurer of Bendix Home
Appliances, Inc., South Bend, lud.,
announced J. S. Sayre, president of

the corporation. Mr. Reuscher recently resigned from Firestone Tire
& Rubber Co. of Tennessee.
Chicago, IU.

Jobber Sa>e= Record
Co.
fom, R.W.Nel
„„ Robert W.Nf 1
SALES LAST 12 MONTHS:

Ampuml
.HTIkCOMMUHKAnONAMPFA CING SYSTtWS

Robert W. Neill
Think of it—m these times—a jobber who iwnMeJ his sales
over
Instead of resigning himself to a diminishing
field, R.W. Neill of Chicago "rolled up his sleeves,"
went to work, and built up a hifger busintss than ever on
the newly developed need for Inter-Com.. Paging ami

i'A Systems among war plants. Neill'l 26H AMI'LICALL
hiMall.iimi ranging from 60 watt factory to 1600 watt
ordnance plant jobs in the last 12 months gives the alert
jobber an idea o( u hat tan be done now! Write us roday for
full details of the Rauland FB Distributing Plan.
Electroneering is our business

THE RAULAND
COR PORATION
fR»uUnd-Woi>»t©T Sound OivisiOnf
4 2 4 S NORTH KNOX AVfNUC
RADIO.
38

.SOUND_™ aw, COMMUNICATIONS

Bitter Corp. in
Bigger Quarters
Limited production of the recordmerchandising units mad© by A.
Bitter Construction Corp- is now under way at the company's big new
quarters at 721 E, 133rd St., NewYork City. The firm, which manufactures the "Record Bar" as well as
record racks, self-service units and
album racks, now owns the new site
and plans future expansion using the
newest and most efficient production
equipment.
Production of the patented Bitter
Record Bar was stopped in June,
and production of the other "salesbuilders" has been behind the demand, although the latter are still
being made in very limited quantities.
At the new quarters, research is
being vigorously continued, so that
after the war, "the record dealers
of the nation will be furnished with
an even better line of Bitter equipment."
BCA Export ChlcC
Takes Army Course
J. Myles Regottaz, RCA Victor export manager, Camden, N, J., has accepted an Invitation to attend a 4week orientation course in Army organization and procedure at the Command and General Staff school. Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas.
The course is designed to enable a
select group of civilians to understand
more fully the conditions under which
the Army operates. And through Mr.
Regottaz, RCA will better understand
problems underlying Army requirements for military equipment.
Eieor Expands
Elcor, Inc., makers of Dynamotors,
D.C. motors, converters, etc., have
moved to bigger quarters in the new
DPC building at 1501 Congress St.,
Chicago.
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Sure, Fd Rather Have Roast Beef

The new clialrman of fhe Sales Managers' Club, Eastern Division, Is Charley
Golenpaul of Aerovox, A well known
veteran In radio parts circles, Mr. Golenpaul started the Club in 1&35 and was
chairman until 1937. Now a careful student of wartime radio conditions, be
plans lively meetings for the Sales
Managers,
Bendix Appliances
Resumes Promotion
An advertising campaign consisting
of half-page ads in leading consumer
magazines, has been opened by Bendix
Appliances, Inc., South Bend, Ind.,
and will show the Bendix Home Laundry in a war-time setting.
The company is now converted 100
per cent to war production and in this
campaign adopts the phrase "Out to
War—Back Later." A key part of the
campaign is the Bendix move to mail
a helpful wartime booklet to every
Home Laundry owner.
Western Spring
Market Coming
Of general interest to retailers and
jobbers seeking new lines, will be the
1942 Western Spring Market, to be
held at the Western Merchandise Mart
in San Francisco Feb. 1 to 6. It will
be an exhibiton of home furnishings,
showing available merchandise in furniture, floor coverings, draperies, linens and domestics, gifts and house-

... but if it's a question of who it
goes to—me or a boy at the front—•
Brother, I'll eat fish and tihe it."
People are aocepKng with ever-iacreasing goodgrace each day's new war-born moonvenionco
—WHEN they know the reason }or it.
If you explain lo your customers how war
needs are taking all new radio parts—how you
have licked a tough situation to get their sets
into operation without those parts—they'll be
satisfied with performance that's a "little less
than perfect."
Improvising repairs, however, may require
your elinunatiug certain stages, substituting for
specific resistors, condensors, sockets, etc. It
may require that you transfer certain materials
from one part of a set to another. But one thing
it is always certain to require is a knowledge
of exactly what is inside the set.
That's where Rider Manuals help you out—
quickly. They save you hours otherwise wasted
"guessing out" defects and experimenting with
"possible" methods of improvising repairs. They
lead you right to the cause of the trouble and
furnish the facts that enable you to turn out a
big volume of work in spite of material and
labor shortages.
So, reach for one of your thirteen Rider
Manuals when you begin every job. Today,
it's good sense and good citizenship to work
with the greatest possible efficiency.

RIDER MANUALS
Volumes Xltl to VII
$11.00 each
Volumes VI to III
8.25 each
Volumes I to V, AbridBeit
$12.50
Automatic Record Changers and Recorders;. 6.00
OTHER RIDER BOOKS YOU NEED
The Cathode Ray Tube at Work
,,..$3.00
Frequency Modulation
1.50
Servicino by Signal Tracing
3.00
Meter at Work
1.50
Oscillator at Work
2.00
Vacuum Tube Voltmeters
2.00
AFC Systems
1.25
HOUR-A-DAY-WITH-RIDBB SERIES—on "Aliernatine Currents in Radio Receiver"—on "Resonance & Alignment"—on "Automatic Volume
Control"—on "D-C Voltage Distribution."
90c each
JUST OUT!
A-C CALCULATION CHARTS—Two to five times
as fast as a slide rule—and more fool-proof. All
direct reading—operative over a frequency range of
from 10 cycles to 1000 megacycles. 160 Pages—2
colors—9'/zxl2 inches—$7.50.
FOR EARLY PUBLICATION
Inside, the Vacuum Tube—complete elementary explanation of fundamentals of vacuum tubes.
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John F. Rider Publisher, Inc. *
404 Fourth Avenue
New York City
Export Division: Rocke-International Electric Corp.
100 Varick St., New York City Cable: ABLAB

YOU NEED ALL THIRTEEN
RIDER MANUALS to

carry on
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Buy U. S. War
Bonds and Stamps
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STANDARD TRANSFORMER
• CORPORATION •
ISOO NORTH HALSTED STREET. . , CHICAGO
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Two-Way Auto Radio
Development

Today

POLYMET

WAR

INDUSTRY

FOR VICTORY BUY
UNITED STATES SAVINGS BONOS
AND STAMPS
Much of our production goes to
contractors directly engaged in communication instal1 a t i o n s for the
army and navy. At
the same time, we
are making every
effort to serve the
growing civilian demand for POLY-

After the war, the use of new twoway radios may be common, among
U, S. motorists.
This is foreseen for millions of
drivers by Delmar G. Roos, chief engineer for Willys-Overland Motors,
who has outlined results of his company^ development of a mass-production technique which enables combat
vehicles to send and receive short
wave messages without interference.
The development, described as
"radio spark suppression," has been in
use for the past six months on tanks,
Jeeps and half-tracks, Mr, Roos said,
and has proved itself especially invaluable when the vehicles arc travelling in convoy or close battle formation. Previously, he continued, it was
impossible for them to transmit and
pick up dispatches on certain short
wave bands duo to sparks and static
generated by the electrical equipment
in their gasoline engines.
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Special Work on Static

NOW, more than ever, the
jobber and service man
must recognize the growing demand for POLYMET.
CONTINUOUS
DEPENDABLE
SERVICE
For 21 years POLYMET
ELECTROLYTIC and BYPASS CONDENSERS have
improved quality and service. New researches under
the necessity of war requirements are placing
POLYMET even further
ahead in its field. We"re
conserving vital materials
by limiting sizes to those
most universally used.
These serve practically
every need.
Complete list in u of available
types anit prices will be for. warded upon request.

_

POLYMET

CONDENSER CO.
699 EAST 735th ST
NEW YORK. N. Y.
60

In overcoming the problem, Mr.
Roos explained, Willys engineers, in
close cooperation with the IT. S. Signal Corps, designed special filters, suppressors and grounding materials,
which eliminated the static without
impairing engine efficiency.
He said the company's Jeep assembly lines were then utilized in perfecting a technique to "spark suppress'"
motorized weapons in mass production. Materials and installation methods were standardized and special testing booths, containing .short wave radios, were constructed in sufficient
numbers to permit immediate cheeking of each Jeep as it was driven
from the assembly line.
Mr. Roos predicted that the new
spark suppression method, in addition
to its possible use in the post-war automobile, will greatly affect the future
of radio and television since it makes
hundreds of wave bands available
which were previously useless,

PUBLIC ELECTS
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HARMFUL FRICTION
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MULTIPLAY
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ROUNDED POINTS
□
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Is it stranqe, then, that dealers like the biq
Recoton profits and permanent repeat sales?

Buy U. S. War
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made all necessary connections and
put up the aerial, and can send international code at over 35 words a minute.

One of Idaho's best knotvn servicemen at his bencli in the town of Preston.
Blind, Serviceman
Keeps 'Em Working
One of Southeastern Idaho's most
competent radio repairmen is Yon
Peterson, 22, who has been blind since
birth, but whom is well known to
nearly every radio set owner in the
entire corner of his state.
Von operates his own radio repair
shop on Preston, Idaho's, main street,
and conducts all his own business—
including typing of letters, making of
orders, unpacking and placing on
shelves of new merchandise, etc. Only
rarely does he require the, services of
a proxy, perhaps someone to read meter figures.
Operating in a small shop. Von,
during October, had an average of 40
sets (15 consoles and 25 table models)
in his shop every day.
He fixes the town juke boxes, and
he made entirely by hand (cabinet
and all) the phonograph used by the
local music store on which they daily
demonstrate classical and popular records. The high school music department entrusts to his care their finest
microphones and loudspeakers when
repairs are needed.
Many Activities
Von is a member of an eastern
Idaho association for the advancement
of the blind, and is chairman of the
ways and means committee. The organization is only a few months old,
he and some other progressive blind
boys having started a new one because
the old one in another part of the
state was "too slow and couldn't seem
to get things done."
His hobbies are phonograph records
and playing the piano. In his private
record collection he has hundreds of
classical and popular numbers and he
enjoys every evening listening to
them. During the day, while fixing sets
and tuning in on various stations,
he figures out the bands and songs he
likes and has developed a very sharp
ear for music.
Von has just begun taking piano
lessons by ear and learning the principles of chord structure and harmony.
He has a complete ham station which
he used nightly until the war.
Von personally assembled the set.

Soathern Plant
Converted
Harold Davis, of the Radolite Mfg.
Co., fluorescent lighting specialists of
Jackson, Miss., reports that his plant
has been turned into an ammunition
box factory. Radolite has finished
several government contracts and is
now starting on a new contract for
$50,000. Mr. Davis himself is applying
for a commission in the Signal Corps,
but has set up an organization at
Jackson to carry on the Radolite work.
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A new war eagle soars above our troops today—1
replacing Old Abe, of Civil War fame. Superiority of our
air force over the enemies' best has been demonstrated,
over every far-flung battle-front of this war.
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Th's superiority is evidence of the vital need
for fast and accurate communications. Twoway radio enables our pilots to function with
team-work, affords them the visibility and
warnings of their fellow-fliers.
Home-front communications are important, too. "America-at-home"
remains the best-informed notion in the world. Thousands of radios
powered with Burgess batteries bring day-to-day's happenings from
every battle-front.
BUROESS
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"E" Flag Goes
to Clarostat
Another manufacturer In the field
of radio to be awarded the ArmyNavy "E" for excellence in production is Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., who received the
coveted banner from Major H. R.
Battley of the Army Air Force at
elaborate ceremonies.
Clarostat had enlisted in war
production long before Pearl Harbor,
and is a specialist in supplying
needed components to the Air Force,
Normally the firm makes resistors,
controls and resistance devices for
radio, electrical and allied fields.
John J. Mucher, Clarostat president, accepted the "E" flag, and Samuel Nastri, union head, accepted the
emblem pins for the employee group.
Austin Lescarboura, advertising director, was master of ceremonies for
the several hundred guests, officials
and employees.

VOLT-OHM-MILLIAMMETER
Pocket Volt- Ohm - Milliammeter with Selector
Switch Molded Case. . . . Precision 3-Inch
'Meter with 2 Genuine SaoDhire Jewel Bearings,
AC and DC Volts 0-15-150-750-1500; DC MA.
0-1.15-15-150: Hioh and Low Ohm Scales . . .
Dealer Net Price, includino all accessories, $10.89.
MODEL 738 .. . DC Pocket Volt-Ohm-MilHammeter. Dealer Net Price..,..
$8.25
WRITE FOR CATALOG
SECTION 717
COLLEGE DRIVE
READRITE METER WORKS, BIufHon, Ohio

Business A«e

3 DEALERSHIPS

NATIONAL UNION invites . . .
All radio service dealers to enjoy
the benefits of the N. U. Shop
Equipment Plan. The latest in
tube testers and test equipment
are available to you . . .
More than 60,000 completed
deals prove the success of this
plan. Investigate now imAw

RHDIO^V
57 STHTE 5T..nEUinRH.n.J.
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A.C. D.C.

SAV-/4~SHAFT Volume Controls, Transmitting tubes,
panel lamps, cathode ray
lubes, exciter lamps, sound
equipment, photo electric
cells, sound accessories, dry
batteries, flashlight bulbs.

nnTionm umtin
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The inspection routine practiced in
the Clarostat plant has won the rare
recognition of an "A" classification
granted by the Eastern Procurement
District Army Air Force.
This means that Clarostat's own inspectors, having demonstrated a high
degree of quality control, are now entrusted with full responsibility of
meeting all requirements as established. The Air Corps inspectors can
now confine their activities to general
supervision of the inspection system
and final approval, and stamping of
completed assemblies.

CONDENSERS

Ask You
nisfribufor

-I* *
- *i

Eric A. Johnston, whose interests Inclucle n rndio distribuling business (ColumblH Electric «ft IMLfR. Co.) in Spolcane,
Wash., is one Jobber who has distinguished himself Internationally as a
business leader. He's president of "the
United States Chamber of Commerce aud
has been widely aceluimed for his worlc
on post-war business plans.

AVAILABLE . . .

1 DISTRIBUTORSHIP
on notienolly advertised product
with high WPB priority
Here is unusual opportunity to
enter rapidly expanding Industry
as exclusive representative of the
pioneer company (or as a salesman for expanding dealers).
Continued production . , . gas
and tires for salesmen assured
by high priorities. Product, with
peace-time permanency, is advertised in Saturday Eve. Post and
Rotogravure campaigns. Industry's sales gaining 15 to 34%
per year. Saturation still less
than 16%. Unusually high profit
margins. Only small investment
required. In writing for further
details and personal appointment
give complete facts on age, education, experience, draft status,
character references. Write this
progressive manufacturer c/o
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, 30th Floor, Palmolive
Building, Chicago, 111.
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STANISLAUS
MAKES

r

Commander IS. F*. McDonald, Jr., president of Zenith Radio Corp., in a new
statement to the company's dealers and
distributors, reports on the pace of1
Zenith's war production work. Pointing
out that his firm was always geared
to meet still' competition In a fast-moving business, Commander McDonald said
that "the Army and JVavy communications branches are setting a terrific
pace, hut we are meeting it, and in
many cases suggesting changes in advance of demands."

IT

WIDGIT

CONVINCING

"See here, guy," said Orbitz
beezer nor any other portion of
Hammer, as he led Serviceman
T c J
Stanislaus' anatomy was there to
Stanislaus'Widgit into the living
VTrfR
room. "I sent for you to fix my
y \ VTy .
Almost at the same instant,
radio and you'll do it right here, y )
Q-yiSvi&i.
something extremely hard and
see—not back in your shop. 1 ayfa
fk
compact crashed into Orbitz
want to watch you work and I
5^7
Hammer's midriff causing him
know what I m paym for. Just li
\y
'X
to grunt mightily. Then a smalt
try to gyp me and I'll bust you
|\> /
-^A -T
but surprisingly strong arm enright smack on the beezer, see?"
XA \
ya circled his head, and he was
Good as his word, giant
\
?Vv /\V., flipped jauntily through the air to
Orbitz Hammer then proceeded
' \
I
land with a crash on an end table,
to tower menacingly over little
\ /
which collapsed beneath his
Stanislaus as the latter went to
I
aXon.
huge bulk. When he finally came
work on the ailing radio. Luck,
to, he realized that Stanislaus had
ily, however, the trouble was
f
Ci/
carried him bodily to the daveneasy to locate—a dead section in
port, propped a pillow under his
a big, old-fashioned 8-8 mfd. dual cardboard dry
aching head and then flipped the entice contents
electrolytic condenser.
of a vase—flowers, water and all-over his face to
» After removing the old condenser, Stanislaus
revive him.
produced a dual 8-mfd. Sprague Atom from his kit
"Now just take it easy, big boy," Stanislaus
and started to make the replacement.
was saying softly. "Just lie there quiedy while I
"Hey," bellowed Orbitz Hammer, looking at the
pick up my stuff and get out of this firetrap before
old condenser. "You ain't taking a big thing like
I really get mad and hurt you."
this out of my radio and puttin' a little peanut in its
"But," protested Orbitz Hammer weakly, "you
place. Put in a big one or I'll smack ya, see?"
came here to fix my radio, see?"
"But," protested Stanislaus softly, "this little one
"Uh huh," said little Stanislaus, "and 1 hope I
is a Sprague Atom. It's even better than the old one."
ended by proving that good goods often come in
Bulking bead and shoulders over little Stanislaus,
small packages. Or shall I shove a few of these
Orbitz Hammer shook a huge fist under the
little condensers down your throat just to make it
serviceman's nose.
doubly convincing?"
"Put in a big one, I tell ya, before I forget myself
"Aw," replied Orbitz Hammer, "I was only
and put another gyp outta commission for a couple
kiddin'. All I want is my radio fixed as good as it
of months, see?"
was before, see?"
"But. . ." protested Stanislaus again.
"It won't be fixed as good," said Stanislaus.
Orbitz Hammer roared wildly. His big fist
"It'll be fixed better. Sprague Atoms do a man-size
described a wide arc terminating in the general
job, see?"
direction of Stanislaus^ "beezer." But neither the
And back he went to the radio set.

Simplifying Radio Parts
for Emergency
Simplification and standardization
of radio parts is bound to come out of
the. present war experience. Already
an extensive, simplification program is
underway on parts and components
for military radio. The number of
items and variations is being carefully
cut, to the end of simplifying manu-facture and saving materials, while
making the remaining items more useful than before.
A corresponding simplification program is now being launched with respect to repair parts for home radios,
and will cover tubes, transformers,
condensers, chokes, volume controls
and resistors. Greatly reducing the
number of items which must be made
and stocked, the tnove if properly handled, should be warmly welcomed by
the radio trade.
Directed by the Radio Branch of
the War Production Board, civilian
activity will head up through the.
American Standards Association.
KADIO Retailing TODAY, IVovember, 1943

SPRAGUE
ATOMS
A type for every dry electrolytic need. Use l/iem vmvertally.

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO.
North Adams, Mass.

5000 PLAYS —$1.00
A perfect gifi for i phonograph owner at any time
... a fidelitone DeLuxv
j Floating Point needle,
i Its unique Floating Point
- Construciion filters record scratch, gives quieter
reproduction. Its precious Permometal tip
gives 5000 plays with
kindness to yout
records. Ask your
dealer for a deroPermo Products MOj
Corporation fcx'x
Chicago, III. jHM
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★ Ctarostat wiie-wound conlrols and
power resistors «re pracllcaUy
100% drafted for wartime service. Such products are no longer available for civilian use>
except on the very highest priorities. ★ However, Claxostat ingenuity and production
capacity have seen to it that essential controls
and resistors are still available for servicing
home radio sets. Your local Clarostat jobber
can help you with your replacement problems.

^ARDST"

"'The Hepresenfatives'9
Make News
The National Publicity Committee
Chairman, Ben Joseph, located at 258
Broadway, New York City, reports the
following goings-on in the nationwide
chapters of The Reps.
New officers were elected by the Buckeye Chapter—Ernest P. Scott, Pres.; E.
C. Edwards, V.P., and Wm, E. McPadden. Secy.-Treas.
The New England Chapter recently
elected the following: Harrison Reynolds, Chairman; Harry Gerber, Secy.Treas, Harrison Reynolds and Ernest
K. Seyd were designated as delegates to
the National Reps.
William Gold, 72 Park Place, New
York City, is a new member of the New
York Chapter.
Change Addresses
G. O. Tanner has moved to 508 Grand
Street, Pittsburgh, Pa., and J. P. Kay,
formerly of the Southwestern Chapter,
has transferred his membership to the
Missouri Valley Chapter and is located
at 216 E. 10th St., Kansas City.
Another one of the Reps to enter the
service is the president of the Dixie
Chapter, Henry W. Burwell, who has
been commissioned a Captain in the U.S.

Army. (Incidentally, members of the
Reps in the armed forces are exempt
from dues and are kept in good standing on the roster.)
It was with deep sympathy and regret
that the Representatives received the
news of the death in an airplane accident of Lt. David Furman of the U.S.
Army Air Corps, brother of Nat Furman, member of the New York Chapter
—and also of the passing away of P. G.
Paylor of the Southwestern Chapter.
The National Publicity Director urges
that secretaries of the various chapters
send, him news items regularly so that
news of The Representatives may he
included in National releases.
Onbb Heads
Cornell Alirnmi
Larry B. Gubh, chairman of the
Board of Directors of Philco Corp. has
been elected president of the Cornell
University Alumni Association. Mr.
Gubb was graduated from Cornell in
1916,
He joined Philco in 1921 as a storage
battery salesman and worked up to
general sales manager, to executive
vice president and in August 1941 to
his present position on the Board of
Directors.

Were making only war materials now to hasten

f
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the day when we may serve you again with —

ELECTROM1CS
ENGINEER
"Large Chicago Manufacturer doing war work
needs experienced man for expanding electronics
department B.S. Degree preferred. Man experienced on sound and electronic equipment will
be given first consideration. Also A-l Radio
Repairman for production work. These positions
are permanent to men who qualify. Please give
full particulars—include age, experience and salary expected."
Box 3. c/o Radio Retailing, 201 N. Wells St., Chicago

BITTER ALBUM
RACK #110
This new album sales BITTER RECORD
stimulator holds
RACK $100
about 250 album
sets. Same dimensions This attractive, comas the famous Bitter pact unit holds 500
Standard Record Rack 10", 500 12" rec(ilOO) — 2' 10'A" ords, 75 album sets.
lonft, 7' 2" high, 15" Specifications same as
deep; same design; #110. No progressive
same standard finish record dealer can af— walnut finished ford to do without
birch. May be used the big time and
interchangeably or to- space saving features
gether to form at- of this famous record
tractive unit.
rack.
FREE BOOKLET—WRITE HOW!

Production on the famous Bitter Record Bar
was slopped in June,
Now war work makes it
imperative to curtail
production on these
units. This may he your
last chance so order
your Bitter "Sales
Builder" unit today.
A
BITTER SELF-SERVICE UNIT
(below I
For rapid turnover of papular
priced stock. Holds 300 records on
slanting face, 16 albums on upright face (not pictured). Stocks
500 records or 75 albums in
lower section. 58" high. Occupies
but 5' of floor space in center
aisle or wall position.

A. BITTER COMSTRUCTION CORP.721 E. 133 STREET
•
NEW YORK, N, Y.

Every Signal Corps Trainee
Heeds these 3
Approved
/ \ "Uflfil
"VAC0" Drivers
They're being used every day by
signal corps men everywhere.
Shock-proof, break-proof, chipproof Amberyl handles and nar- A
row straight bits. Other A
"Vaeos" for radio work inelude; G2 Grip-point Screwholding and Spin-hex nut
drivers.
Jobbers should stock 3
Signal Corps numbers
illustrated, immediately.
Priority rating preference,
MXm
VACO Products Co.

BLm

ILL.

ATTENTION TUBE DISTRIBUTORS
We offer list less 50% for the following tube types, of standard
manufacture, individually cartoned. We cannot supply priority
rating. Would consider buying your complete stocks at slightly
better discount. WIRE us collect if you can furnish over 100
tubes. WRITE us if you have less than 100 for sale. Deposit
wired or mailed with each of our orders, balance COD.
1B5/25S
665
SSQ7 G or GT
2A3
6C6
30
2A4G
6H6 G or GT
45
5U4G
6J5 € or GT
70L7GT
6K7 G or GT
5V4G
76
5Y3G or GT
6L6 G or GT
80
5Z3
6SC7 or GT
2051
W. R. BURTT
308 Orpheum BIdg.
Wichita, Kansas
RADIO Retailing TODAV, IVovember, 1942

ill Ready for Any Job iliead
• The wide range in types and sizes of G. I.
motors fits them for many applications in war
production and makes them available in reasonably short time. For more than thirty years,
G. t. small-power motors have been leaders in
fields where quiet running and reliability were
1 first requisites. They measure up
W® X^\l fuMy to Government requirements and are furnished only on
| direct Government orders,
THE GENERAL INDUSTRIES CO.
Department 15, ELYRIA, OHIO

Radio Owncrslilp
by Rental Values
[fsY

WAY

TO

NO FHING,
REAMING, OR
TEDIOUS
\ drilling
Here's a handy tool to
help the radio worker
save many hours of work
when cutting holes for
sockets, plugs, connectors, and other receptacles in radio chassis. A cap screw is
inserted In a small drilled hole, and the
punch is easily forced into the die by a
few turns of the cap screw with an
ordinary wrench. Smooth holes, requiring
no filing or reaming, can be cut in metal
up to fS-inch thick in 1% minutes or less.
Ten punches are available for cutting 54.
Vs, 1, IVe, 1-5/32, 1-3/16, l^, 154. 1% and
2f4-inch holes. A Greenlee Knockout Cutter
is also available for cutting holes up to
354-mch size for meters. Send for new
circular S-1I4 on Radio Chassis Punches.
S C N D FOR
FREE COPY
OREINLEE
CATALOG 33E

GREENLEE
TOOL CO.
1911 Columbia Ave,
Rockford,
Illinois

VtUiL

The 1942 Coasnmer Analysis of radios in Greater Milwaukee, as compiled by the Milwaukee J ournal shows
that 98.9 per cent of all the families
own home radios, SG.5 per cent have
1 set, 37.5 per cent have 2 sets and 6
per cent own three or more. Portable
battery-operated radios are owned by
6.2 per cent of the total number of
families.
The following figures show ownership of radios by families in various
rental groups:
99.7 per cent of renters paying $50
up per month own plug-in radios, but
only 7.8 per cent have battery-operated sets.
99.6 per cent of renters paying $40
to $60 per month own plug-in radios,
but only 6.8 per cent have batteryoperated sets.
98.8 per cent of renters paying $30
to $40 per month own plug-in radios,
but only 6 per cent have batteryoperated sets.
98.3 per cent of renters paying under $30 per month own plug-in radios,
but only 3.4 per cent have batteryoperated sets.
Officer UuEcliiiis

REFLEX
SPEAKERS
now the accepted
STANDARD
for all
I
WAR USE
EVERY
UNIVERSITY REFLEX
the result of years of
pioneering research and
development
EVERY
HIGH EFFICIENCY
SPEAKER
in University's extensive 1
line of power speech reproducers has a vital
part to play in the WAR
program.
REMEMBER
> f
University is now producing many special
speakers for the Army,
Navy & Signal Corps.
Submit your special
problem direct to the
engineering dept.
>f
UNIVERSITY LABS,, 225 VARICK ST., NYC

xst
nan
<ADiC
vvnfcooK
Note:
The Library comprises
a selection of books
culled from leading McGraw-Hill publications
in the radio field.
► especially selected by radio specialists of
McGraw-Hill publications
► to sive most complete, dependable coverage of facts needed by all whose fields are
grounded on radio fundamentals
^ available at a special price and terms
These books cover circuit phenomena, tube theory,
networks, measurements, and other subjects-—
give specialized treatments of all fields of practical design and application. They are books of
recognized position in the literature—books you
will refer to and be referred to often. If you are a
practical designer, researcher or engineer in any
field based on radio, you want these books for
the help they give in hundreds of problems
throughout the whole field of radio engineering.
5 volumes, 3559 pages, 2558 illustrations
Eastman's Fundamentals of F«c««m
Tubesf 2nd edition
Terman's Radio Engineering,
2nd edition
Everitt's Communication Engineering,
2nd edition
Hand's High Frequency Measurements
Heniicy's Radio Engineering Handbook,
3pd edition
Special Lota Price, Easy Terms
Special price under this offer less than cost of
books bought separately. In addition, you have
the privilege of paying in easy installments beginning with $3.00 in 10 days after receipt of books,
and $3-00 monthly thereafter. Already these books
are recognized as standard works that you are
bound to require sooner or later. Take advantage
of these convenient terms to add them to your
library now.
FOR 10 DAYS' EXAMINATION SEND THIS
,
ON-APPROVAL COUPON
.
I McGRAW.HILL BOOK CO., 330 W. 42 St., N. V. I
■ Send me Radio Engineerinn Library far 10 days' '
examination on approval. In 10 days I will send I
I $3.00 plus few cents postage, and $3.00 monthly ■1
■ till $24 is paid, or relurn books postpaid. (We
pay postage on orders accompanied by remittance |
I of lirst installment.)
,

Henry A. Iluichlus, Kcneral miles immapper for Nafiimal Union Kadio Corp.,
Is now n l.Ieufenant Coinmanilcr, V. S.
\aval Reserve, on active duty. Mr.
Hiitciiins Is « familiar llgure In radio,
and has had previous experience in the
Naval Service.

] City and State.
Company

.UR-11-42
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Tucrk Heads Utah
Radio Products
The new president of Utah Radio
Products Co. Chicago, is Fred R. Tuerk,
who has been prominent in Utah affairs for some time. Mr. Tuerk succeeds G. Hamilton Beasley, who is now
chairman of the board.
An increasing amount of Mr. Beasley's time is being given to the activities of the Caswcll-Runyan Co., which
is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Utah.
J. W. Caswell of the subsidiary firm
has been ill.
The Utah company, manufacturer of
speakers, vibrators, transformers, and
Utah-Carter parts, emphasizes distribution of its products through recognized jobber channels only. The firm
strongly believes that jobber distribution is economically sound, and a stabilizing influence in the industry.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP. MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION. ETC., REQUIRED BY THE
ACTS OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24. 1912, AND
MARCH 3, 1933
Of RADIO RETAILING TODAY, published monthly
at New York, K. Y.. for Oct. 1, 1942. State of New
York, N. Y.. County of New York, N. Y,
Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State
and county aforesaid, personally appeared Orestes II.
Caldwell, who, having been duly sworn according to
Jaw, deposes and says that he Is the Editor of RADIO
RETAILING TODAY and that the following is, to the
best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of
the ownership, management (and if a daily paper, the
circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication for the
date shown in the above caption, required by the Act
of August 24, 1912, as amended by the Act of March
3, 1933, embodied in section 537, Postal Laws and
Regulations, printed on the reverse of this form, to wit;
1. That the names and addresses of the publisher,
editor, managing editor, and business managers are;
Publisher, M. Clements, 480 Lexington Ave., New
York. N. Y. Editor, Orestes 11, Caldwell, Catrock
Road and Blbic St., Cos Cob Conn. Managing Editor,
Darrell Bartee, 284 S. Columbus Ave., Mt. Vernon.
N. Y. Business Manager, M. H. Newton, 583 W.
215tb St,, New York, N, Y.
2. That the owner is (If owned by a corporation,
its nama and address must be stated and also immediately thereunder the names and addresses of Blockholders owning or holding one per cent or more of
total amount of stock. If not owned by a corporation,
the names and addresses of the individual owners must
bo given. If owned by a firm, company, or other unincorporated concern, its name and address, as well
as those of each individual member, must ha given.)
Caldweli-Clcments, Inc.. 480 Oxingtnn Avenue. New
York, N. Y. Orestes U. Caldwell, Catrock Road and
Bible St., Cos Cob, Conn. ML Clements. 480 Lexington Ave.. New York, N. Y, McGraw-Hill Publ. Co,,*
330 W. 42(1 St,, New York, N. Y.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and
Oliver security holders owning or holding 1 per cent
or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other
securities arc: (If there are none, so state,). None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the
names of the owners, stockholders and security holders,
if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and
security holders as they appear upon the books of (lie
company but also. In cases where the stockholder or
security holder appears upon the books of the company as trustee or Jo any other fiduciary relation, the
name of the person or corporation for whom such
trustee is acting, is given; also that the said two
paragraphs contain statements embracing affiant's full
knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders
who do not appear upon the books of the company as
trustees, hold slock and securities in a capacity other
than that of a bnna fide owner; and this affiant has
no reason to believe that any other person, association, or corporation has any Interest direct or indirect
in the said stock, bonds, or other securities than as
so stated by him.
(Signed) Orestes II, Caldwell
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 20th day of
September, 1942,
B. M. Philips
Notary Public Westchcster County.
Notary Public N. Y, County Clerk's No. 442.
Notary Public N. Y. County Register's No. 4P249.
While every precaution is laken to insure
(My commission expires March 30. 1944.)
accuracy, we cannot ouarantee aoainst the
New York County Cummission expires March 30, 1944.
possibility of an occasional chanpe or
omission in the preparation of this index.
"Represents minority stock interest which was purchaso price for Radio & Television Retailing. Majority
stock and control continue In hands of 0, H. Caldwell
and M. Clements.
RADIO Relnlliitfi TODAY, ftoveinher, 1942
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TWIST THE CAPS
WITH A WRENCH
You simply can't detach OR EVEN
LOOSEN the cap of a
LITTELFUSE
Grip and turn hard I You may shatter the glass—l»ut the cap will stubbornly stick to its end. Reason:
Exclusive Littelfuse Patented
Locked Cap Assembly.
Littelfuse Caps tvilh their
markings will not be lost in
any emergency.
Littelfuse process also waterproofs
and hermetically seats filament.
Send for Complefe Littelfuse Cofalog.
Full details on Littelfuses for every instrument purpose. Panels, Mountings, Clips ineluding New Beryllium Copper Clips of
remarkable strength and resistance characteristics. Write.
LITTELFUSE INC.
479! Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, III.
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Editors

lladlo Uepair as
Essential Occupation
Editor, Radio Retailing Today:
Did you see the list of 92 essential
occupations in the communication services given out by National Selective
Service headquarters?
There are all kinds of telephone engineers, repair men, telegraph repair
men, printers and electrical workers—•
so far as I can see—no provision whatever for home radio technicians.
I thought you would be interested
in checking up on this since I am sure
you will agree that radio technicians
are just as essential as most of the
other occupations listed.
Incidentally, you might be interested
to know that my chief technician was
able to get a "C" gasoline ration card,
about two weeks after we were discussing the difficulty in securing sufficient gasoline for travel. I hope that
your efforts at Washington were partly
responsible.
A Reader
California Sets
Going Dead
Editor, Radio Retailing Today:
We have approximately in this area
300 radios per day going out of order,
of which the present crew of men cannot quite keep up two-thirds of this
amount on a twelve hour shift. If
action through deferment Is not forthcoming it is only a matter of time
until the broadcasters will have few
listeners.
The War Production Board granted
through L-183 permission to purchase
parts but failed to grant permission
to manufacturers to supply them, so
we are just as bad off as before. Perhaps it is a matter of "survival of
the fittest." It is true the materials
used are metal which may be essential lo the War Effort but I don't
know of anything more essential • than
morale.
KCKIIW
on Hepairtnen

ment fx'ora a source whiclx they know
to be authentic, they feel much better
about the matter, and will undoubtedly
have more respect, and give better attention lo myself, and the other local
radio men in our future needs.
Thank you for the prompt attention
and considerable trouble which you
went to in assisting me.
A Reader

May we have your immediate action on this problem, which is perhaps national, but to us is a major
catastrophe. Thank you for all past
favors. We shall appreciate any help
you can give us.
Very sincerely yours,
Harry E. Ward, Jr.
Radio Technicians' Assn.,
Long Beach, Calif.
Scrvicoinau Gets
jWorc Gas
Editor, Radio Retailing Today:
Your letter received, and a copy of
the O.P.A. ruling, which you so kindly
enclosed, turned over to my local rationing board.
I was given supplementary gasoline
rations when I appeared before the local board on the strength of my own
arguments. However, the board members were fully convinced that there
were very few floor model sets in use,
and therefore, they were not sure that
they were completely justified in issuing me the extra gas, which prompted
my request to you for help.
Now that they have your figures on
floor model sales, and the definition of
portable and non-portable radio equip-

Jlopair Job Is
a Llfe-Saver
Following is a letter written to Mar~
vin Struve, radio serviceman of East
Ellsworth, Wis., by a customer who is
a war worker on a fob overseas. Mr.
Struve says that "this may show other
repairmen, as it did me, how much our
work means in these times."
Dear Mr. Struve,
Just a line to let you know that my
radio which you overhauled before I
left, is working okay. We get the
CBS news at 10 every evening, and
also got two NY stations. Salt Lake
City, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, and two
Canadian stations. We heard Winchell
direct last night.
Maybe you don't think this means
very much. Well, maybe not to you,
but to us who are practically cut off
from the rest of the world, it sure is
a God-send. But this should mean
something to you. Mine is the only
radio in camp, thanks to your good
repair job, that keeps us connected
with the good old USA. You have no
idea how much that means to all of us.
Thanks again.
James Leo Nugent
A.P.O. 3033,
c/o Postmaster, N. Y.

£0

Depends

If Congressman Joe Doakes wants
a listening audience he had better do
something about the repair man or he
will not have enough listeners to be of
any value to him.

43b
lii
"I thuug'li t maybe yon could do souietliliig—be refuses fo Inlh."
KADIO Retailing TODAY, November, 1942
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«^YTR0W

is stili managing

to keep its head "above water." As
you know, electronic tubes for this
"radio war" are demanded by the
armed forces in quantities which tax
to the utmost all available productive facilities.
HYTRON

V,

has been called upon to do a job which has no

end. The challenge has been met by expansion, emphasis
upon types Hytron is best fitted to make, long-range production planning,—but, primarily, by not taking on more
work than can be successfully handled. In this way, assurance can be given to all customers that their tubes will be
delivered on time.

YTRO

EXPANSION—Cooperating fully with the
Army and the Navy, Hytron is now ro
alining a plan of expansion to quadruple its
size. New high-speed equipment, ncwlyrccruftcd operators arc being correlated by
Hytron engineers into a production team
at the Ncwburyport, Mass. plant, even as
evcr-incrcasingquantiticsof tubes arc rollingoff production lines at the Salem plant.

SELECTION OF TYPES — By sticking to
its last, by concentrating upon special purpose tubes which for it arc "naturals,"
Hytron is making a maximum contribution toward winning this war. All of its
long years of experience in engineering
specialized tubes are now at the service
of the armed forces and their equipment
suppliers.

PRODUCTION PLANNING — Far-sighted
planning which devotes Herculean efforts
to the material procurement obstacle, and
to concentration upon fewer, similar
types, keeps production lines running
smoothly, constantly, with the least possible, time-wasting changeovcrs.

HOW YOU CAN HELP—By placing your
orders well in advance, by ordering now
the tubes you will need this winter, next
year, you can help Hytron to fit your
tube needs into its production plan—can
assure yourself thatyou will receive your
tubes on schedule.

HYTRON CORP.,

Salem and Newburyport, Mass.

* , , W*nu/ncturrfM nf tiatUn Tubn Sin ft 1921 , . ,

RCA Laboratories Sdeulists and the new RCA Electron Scanning Microscope. Dr. James HilHer (foreground), Dr. V. K. Zworyktn and Richard L. Snyder,

FROM THREE WONDERS...A FOURTH!
Like a vast, flowing river, the progress of inventive science is fed by many tributary streams
. . . streams of earlier research, discovery and
invention.
Three such distinct streams converge in the new
RCA Electron Scanning Microscope ... and flow
towards the horizons of the future. For this new
instrument embodies the principles of television,
facsimile, and the electron microscope.

t

Surface of
elrhcd nickel,
as seen by t he
new RCA Electron Sctmmng
Microscope.

Still in the development stage in the RCA Laboratories, this new microscope permits study and
analysis of surfaces of opaque objects —even
metals. "Scanning" the surface with a beam of
electrons, it prints a greatly enlarged picture.
A sheet of metal, smooth as glass to the unaided
eye, looks like an airplane view of the Grand
Canyon. Every detail of its surface is shown
sharp and clear.. .The Electron Scanning Microscope is but one of the many research projects in
RCA Laboratories which link the present with
the future of Electronics.
BUY u. S. WAR BONDS EVERY PAYDAY

RCA LABORATORIES
A Service of Radio Corporation of America, RCA Building, New York
PIONEER !N RADIO, ELECTRONICS, TELEVISION
Other Services of Rf A: RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. • R. C. A. Commu meat ions, Inc. • Hadiomarine Corporation of Amcric.
National Broadcasting Co., Inc. • Blue Network Co., Inc. • RCA Institutes, lac.

